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Summer begins with a Memorial Day salute. Photo credit: Blaine Cox.
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Compassionate Care You Can Trust,
Right Here at Home.
We’re here for every stage of your life. From birth through your golden years, there are a variety of services available at
Rutherford Regional Health System right here in your own backyard. Our care includes these and other services:
Family Care

Orthopaedics

Rehabilitation Services

Outpatient Surgery and Services

Dependable, experienced
family care for all ages through
four local practices, pediatrics
and the Clinic at Walmart.

Known for high patient
satisfaction, our surgeons
and specialists offer effective
treatments ranging from
rehabilitation and sports
medicine to podiatry and
joint replacement surgery.

A wide range of rehabilitation
services to get you back to work
or just back to play.

From same-day surgical
procedures to high-tech tests
and treatments, more and more
services are being offered in a
modern, comfortable environment
and are easily available to fit
your busy lifestyle.

Breast Care Program
Comprehensive and hands-on
care to guide women on the
journey through screenings,
diagnoses, treatments and
recovery.

Women’s Services
Personalized services and
dedicated facilities – including
The Birth Place – to promote
wellness through every stage
of life.

Urology
Board-certified expertise
and experience is now easily
accessible through Rutherford
Urology, conveniently located
just inside the outpatient
entrance of our medical center.

Home Care
In-home services, including
nursing, home health aid,
medical social services and
occupational, speech and
physical therapies.

General Surgery
A wide range of procedures
offered by our board-certified
general surgery team, many
performed on an outpatient
basis.

MyRutherfordRegional.com
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Shootin’ the breeze...

Settling in before the Summer rush
By Cathy Leestma
When we made the decision to
come to Lake Lure from California in
2005, we were looking for a place to
be refreshed after
a long and wonderful career in
Christian ministry. It was easy to
come here. After
all Lake Lure is
where Dave and
I fell in love as
teenagers. It was
on the pool deck
Cathy Leestma
at the old Bald
Mountain Club
where the decision was made to leave
for California 42 years ago.
Lake Lure is a place that calls you
back. And here we are, back again, and
settling in for the long run.
Thanks to many of you who have
welcomed us back to the mountains.

We left seven years - a lifetime ago for Houston. There was more music to
be made and retirement to be prepared
for.
In that span of time we said our
final goodbyes to two dearly loved
parents and welcomed five new grand
babies. We purchased three homes and
sold two. We sold a car and a truck and
purchased two cars.
And we have rented for ourselves
two other homes for three months
each while we were making decisions. Sometimes I would wake up
thinking...”Is Mayflower my middle
name?”
Returning to our lake home, we
had a few days to clean out the rental
furniture, dishes and stuff before the
moving van arrived. All of our earthy
belongings had been in storage for 14
months and when they were delivered,
all 247 crates, boxes and pieces of furniture took us about three weeks to
unpack. I should say, for Dave to un-

pack at my direction!
To settle my mind during this
time, I would keep repeating, “we are
here and we are here to stay and it
feels good.” One morning I woke up
very unsettled as I dreamed Dave had
found another home and wanted to
move...again!
I would not recommend what we
have done for the faint of heart or back.
What we have done, making decisions
where to retire and how to spend our
time is being played out by thousands
of near retirees across this country. We
have learned to be flexible and to live
simply and simply live, and that feels
good.
What may be the most amazing
feat of these seven years is how beau-

tifully the Mountain Breeze continued even through the recession. Some
people remind us that no one reads
newspapers anymore. We say “oh, but
you don’t know about our community. They are strong, generous and committed and they love the Breeze.” And
that feels good, too.
And so we look forward to summer. Welcome to all who are visiting.
We hope your time here will be simple
and lovely and full of good memories
to take home with you. Better yet, if
you are looking for a place to retire or
rewire, you won’t find a more beautiful
setting or a more eager group of new
friends to begin making memories
with than here.

How to keep healthy on the road
Even the most disciplined exercisers face fitness hurdles when traveling:
from varied schedules to unhealthy
foods to the lack of fitness equipment.
Nonetheless, experts say that maintaining a healthy lifestyle is absolutely
possible while traveling.
“The key to successfully traveling and maintaining the familiarities
of home is recognizing potholes and
working to avoid them. Whether a
consistent is upholding a conservative
bedtime, writing, reading, fitness or
healthy eating, you can actually return
from your next trip with more discipline than when you left,” says Tom
Seddon, chief marketing officer of Extended Stay America.
No matter where your travel leads
-- you can stay healthy with these savvy
tips:
• Plan ahead: Set the foundation for fitness success by packing workout essentials like lightweight sneakers. Many
hotels now provide laundry facilities

for guests. Use this to your advantage
and cut down on packing active wear.
Download or bring favorite workout
podcasts or DVDs. Designate ideal
workout times and create reminders
on your mobile device.
• Pack right: Accept the challenge of
weight resistance while skipping the
need for dumbbells with feather-light
equipment such as jump ropes, resistance bands and ankle weights. These
full-body workout additions take up
less space in your suitcase than a hairdryer.
• Fill the fridge: If you’re going to be
away for a longer period of time, consider staying at an extended stay-style
hotel or an accommodation with a
kitchen or small fridge. Stop by the
grocery store before checking in. Having your own food can cut down on
excess calories. Stock up healthy snacks
and non-perishables or pick up superPlease turn to page 6
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“Dreaming is cheap”
I’ve always said.
So I catch myself doing it a
lot. Looking at
that magnificent
rainbow below
that Blaine Cox
caught in early
Dave Leestma
spring got me
thinking about
the song and the lyrics, “Dreams that

you dare to dream really do come
true”. Whether or not your dreams
do come true, there is value in dreaming. I’m not talking about ‘what if’s’
that never happen. I’m talking about
the healthy exercise of dreaming. Just
imagine what could happen for the
good if we act on just those dreams
that are in the realm of possibility!
We begin our high summer season
with this Breeze edition. And again we
will be publishing monthly issues for
July and August to meet the needs of

To receive The Mountain Breeze
by mail, or to renew subscriptions,
send your name, address, and
check for $35.00 to The Mountain
Breeze, PO Box 531, Lake Lure,
28746. A one year subscription is 7
issues.
The Mountain Breeze is a free
publication published in January,
March, May, July, August, September, and November. The Mountain
Breeze is distributed in Rutherford,
Polk and Henderson counties. We
welcome ideas about stories, photos, ads, etc. If you have any questions, comments, suggestions, or
letters to the editor, please write to
David Leestma at PO Box 531, Lake
Lure, NC 28746 or email him at
mountainbreeze@bellsouth.net.
The opinions expressed by the
contributing writers of The Mountain
Breeze do not necessarily reflect
those of The Mountain Breeze, its
editors or publishers.

A perfect rainbow frames Lake Lure in early spring.

Photo by Blaine Cox

our expanding summer population.
With this Breeze edition we have begun the transformation to an all color
ad format. We now call ourselves a
‘newsmagazine’ – a clearer description
of our seven issues each year. And we
are happy to announce a new exciting web site to be unveiled with our
July Mountain Breeze online edition.
Dreams really do come true!
Enjoy The Mountain Breeze as you
enjoy this beautiful region. And dream
more!
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LLCA construction update Students learn robotic skills
with LEGO®

Since its groundbreaking in September 2014, construction of the permanent Lake Lure Classical Academy-CFA campus has been steadily underway.
The school will be located on Island Creek Road just off Highway 9 on 34 acres
of land donated by the Town of Lake Lure. The 48,691 square foot educational
facility will welcome students in late August of this year. While the gym/auditorium structure will not be completed until additional funds are raised, the
final grading for the building pad is completed, and construction plans permit
ready. The Lake Lure Community Education Foundation is heading up “Raise
the Roof,” a fundraising campaign for the school’s new gym/auditorium. LLCACFA is a North Carolina public charter school currently serving five counties and
will add its final grade to become a full K-12 school this fall. Enrollment is currently open. For more information, call (828) 625-9292 or visit www.LLLCA.
TeamCFA.org.

Since the start of the
school year, dedicated students
from Lake Lure Classical Academy’s 4th, 5th and 6th grades
have spent their Thursday
afternoons designing, building, and testing robots using
LEGO® MINDSTORMS®
technology. Guided by their
imagination and adult coaches from Cyberkids Robotics,
these students have applied
“real world” math and science
concepts, and learned critical
thinking and team-building
skills.
Led by LLCA 5th grade
teacher Kate Levea, robotics
students have been building
their robots from a prototype,
and learning how to program
it to complete specific missions
on a course. They have worked
as a team making decisions
about which course is best to take for each mission and making precise calculations to get their particular robot programmed accurately. The students are
excited for their achievements, and have great pride when they complete their
missions (which can sometimes take several hours to complete).
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The Breeze buzz...
VFD Breakfast and Lunch Fundraiser May 9
Bill’s Creek Volunteer Fire Department Community Auxiliary’s
Spring Fundraiser Breakfast and Lunch is Saturday, May 9th,
7:00 to 2:00 p.m.. Enjoy sausage, biscuits and more, plus BBQ
sandwiches for lunch. A plant sale, silent auction, & drawing
for a chipper shredder will benefit Bill’s Creek VFD. For more
information, please contact Barbara Welge at (828) 625-5517.
Fashion Show Fundraiser
Spring has sprung and that means it is time for the Fairfield
Mountains Women of the Church annual Fashion show. This year’s
theme is “The Power of Style” presented by April’s Boutique of
Chimney Rock Village. Mark your calendars now for Monday,
May 18th, 11:30 am at the Lakeview Restaurant of Rumbling Bald
Resort in Lake Lure. Tickets are $25.00 for lunch, show and prizes.
For tickets, call Patti Stewart at 828-625-4857 or April Hill at the
Chapel, 828-625-2411. Enjoy seeing the latest fashions from
the soft pastels to the Bohemian look, along with the creative
accessorizing from local business owner, April Sottile. Proceeds
support local charities and non-profit organizations.

Books and Bites
Sponsored by the Friends of the Mountains Branch Library.
Peter J. Barr, author of Hiking North Carolina’s Lookout Towers,
will be speaking on Tues, June 9 at 11:30 at the Lake Lure Inn.
The cost of $25. includes lunch. Please call the Mountains Branch
Library (828-287-6392) for reservations. You may pay cash or
make a check out to “Friends of the Mountains Branch Library”
and send it to 150 Bills Creek Rd., Lake Lure, NC 28746.
Lake Lure Newcomers
Are you new to the Lake Lure area within the last 2 years? If
so, we would love for you to become a member of The Lake Lure
Newcomers Club where you can meet new friends and join in the
fun!
The Newcomers Club offers many activities and interest groups.
Our clubs include a Vista Seekers hiking group, Bunco, Bridge,
Big Gin Rummy, Potluck and Geocaching.
If you have questions about membership or want more
information, please call Patti Stewart at 828-625-4857 or visit our
website at www.lakelurenewcomers.com.

More about...

body weight, no equipment is required
to get your heart rate up and work your
muscles. Start with a short warm-up of
jogging in place, high knees, burpees
or jumping jacks. Depending on your
Continued from page 3
fitness level, complete 10 to 50 reps
market shortcuts to prepare nutritious of pushups, alternating lunges, dips,
squats and sit-ups or crunches. Repeat
meals in the room.
the circuit two or three times, trying
• Get fresh air: Try booking a hotel variations of each exercise and incornear a park or recreational area. A brisk porating plyometric movements to
walk or run is great way get pumped keep the circuits fresh.
for the day’s activities or help unwind
To learn more about amenities offrom a busy day. Download your fafered
in an extended stay-style hotel,
vorite running app to keep track of
which
can make maintaining your fityour route and distance.
ness goals easier, visit www.Extended• Get Zen: Yoga is a quiet and relax- StayAmerica.com.
ing way to unwind, stay flexible and
Reinitiating a lapsed fitness routine
gain strength. If you don’t have room
for a yoga mat in your suitcase, use a is a lot harder than maintaining one all
towel. Practice your favorite yoga and along. The next time you leave town,
Pilates poses and moves in the comfort bring your healthy lifestyle along with
you.
of your room.

Health

• Pack light: When you use your own StatePoint of North Carolina

Lake Lure dam under construction in the 1920’s. From the Lake Lure Archives
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From the Mayor’s desk...

Meet your new bank family
By Bob Keith

Mayor of Lake Lure, NC

Back in the January/February issue
of the Breeze we announced that Carolina Trust Bank had made a decision
to come to Lake Lure. This important
step in the evolution of the Gorge was
preceded by a lot
of hard work and
decision making
on the part of
both community
leaders and Carolina Trust Bank
management. As
a result, a marriage was made.
With this arBob Keith
ticle we want to
put a face on our
local bank team and encourage every
resident and reader to do, or consider
doing, his/her financial business here
in the Gorge with Carolina Trust.
With that being said, let’s take a look
at our new financial support team.
We have two friendly tellers in
Marcy Horn and Jane Caldwell. Marcy has been in banking for a little over
twelve years and is prepared to efficiently handle all of your day-to-day
business transactions. Head Teller Jane
probably knows most of you if you did
any of your banking business in Lake
Lure in prior years. With a friendly
smile and a wink, she’ll state “I’m
Back!” And that’s a good thing! We
are delighted to have these two experienced professionals to serve all of our
monetary needs.
Jennifer Duncan is Customer
Service Rep. and also has been in the
banking arena for over a dozen years.
She resides in Green Hill with her husband and three children and is here to

Pictured l-r: Marcy Horn - Teller, Jane Caldwell - Head Teller, Jennifer Duncan - Customer Service Representative, Andy Cobb Loan Officer, Brad Harrill - Branch Manager.

help you with all your account needs. is on the forefront of exciting growth
If you haven’t already done so, come by and expansion, a key to our future is
and see her to open an account.
a committed and involved banking institution. I began this article by stating
We are fortunate to have Andy that a marriage occurred between the
Cobb as our Loan Officer. Andy has
been in the banking business for over
35 years and serves the two CTB banks
in Rutherford County. He knows the
banking community here, the local
financial landscape and has the expertise to bring to us the best, reasonable,
competitive proposals.
Heading up this team is Branch
Manager Brad Harrill, a young (of
course everyone is young to me), ambitious leader who is determined to
make this operation a total success.
As he related to me, “CTB is a small
community bank which is a perfect fit
for Lake Lure and the Gorge. The local people and businesses need close,
personal, tailored attention to their
financial needs that which CTB can
deliver. On the other hand, the community needs to support and embrace
the bank for it all to work. It’s a two
way street.” I totally agree. That’s why
I’m writing this article and encouraging everyone to participate.
Recognizing that our community

town and Carolina Trust. We want,
expect and forecast CTB to be that
long-term partner and key player in
our success. Come down and meet our
new team of friendly bankers.
Hours:
Mon-Thur
11 am - 8 pm
Fri
11 am - 9 pm
Sat
11 am - 6 pm
Homemade
Soups!

Old Cider Mill

“Applesolutely Gift Shop”

NOW OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Our whimsical gift shop is chock-full of “apeeling”
treasures by local artists and crafters. We feature
groovy gifts, unique and funky Up-cycled treasures
and adornments. Come see our selection of yummy
tummy treats, old fashion toys, vintage and handmade
jewelry, Bat Cave souvenirs, our homemade cider,
and many other delights!

FREE Apple Cider Sample
(In Season)

Look for our historic 100 year old, red and white two story landmark building, at the corner of US
64/74A (at the Bridge) in Bat Cave, NC. We’re worth the Trip!
Call for hours 828-625-1947 facebook.com/oldcidermillbatcave
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Lake Lure Branch

103 Arcade Street

828-487-6001

Nine Banking Locations For Your Convenience
Lincolnton, Denver, Gastonia, Hickory, Forest City

www.carolinatrust.com

Member FDIC

Equal Housing Lender

Banking Locations

Main Office – Lincolnton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 704-735-1104
West Branch – Lincolnton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .704-732-8051
Vale Branch – Vale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 704-462-5180
Triangle Branch – Denver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .704-483-9598
Boger City Branch – Lincolnton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .704-735-9993
Forest City Branch – Forest City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 828-245-2262
New Hope Road Branch – Gastonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 704-867-4000
Hickory Branch – Hickory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 828-322-1912
Lake Lure Branch – Lake Lure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .828-487-6001
And, we also have a Loan Production Office in Mooresville

Brad Harrill
Branch Manager

704-799-6702

Jane Caldwell
Head Teller

Jennifer Duncan
Customer Service
Representative

Marcy Horn
Teller

See
Chimney Rock
Differently.

For guided climbing info: ChimneyRockPark.com or 800.277.9611
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The Mountain Breeze!

Advertise your company, product
or service in The Mountain Breeze.
call: 828-654-9594
email: Breezeads@aol.com

• 28 year history
• High reader loyalty
• Long shelf life
• Three county distribution
• Full ad design services
• Professional and friendly staff
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Village welcomes SpringGo May 16
Cow Pie Bingo and the Symphony
of Rutherford County! Is that juxtaposition, or what? Actually, they’re just
two of the fun things that are planned
for the 4th Annual SpringGo event
scheduled for Saturday, May 16 in
Chimney Rock Village.
What is SpringGo? It’s the brainchild of the Chimney Rock Village
Community Development Association, the non-profit promotional and
support organization for Chimney
Rock Village. A few years back, the
CDA (so called by its members) was
looking for a new spring event to jump
start the season. People already associated bingo with the CDA since the
group had hosted bingo the first Friday of every month at the Chimney
Rock Volunteer Fire Department. The
committee had heard about a Cow Pie
Bingo Raffle and thought it would be

a good tie-in. Dr. Beverly Hargus, a
veterinarian from Flat Rock, was happy to loan her cows, and the Cow Pie
Bingo Raffle took off. The grid for the
bingo “card” is marked off on the lot
below the Fire Department and each
square is numbered. This year Mini
May and Snickerdoodles and their two
young calves will be here for the affair.
They’ll be brought in to the fenced
area around 9am, left free to roam till
around 2pm to do their thing. Only
one hundred tickets will be available at
$25 per square. The square containing
the biggest volume of cow pie will determine the winner of half the money
collected. You don’t have to be present
to win, but it sure is fun to watch and
see what the cows drop!
Even before the cows arrive, the
Please turn to page 50

(Top photo) Both llamas will be taking
part in SpringGo. Jasmine is on the left,
Buffy is on the right. They are from WillLlama Farm in Mill Spring, NC. They will
lead the parade and be at the Gathering
Place so folks can have their photos taken with them. (Right photo) Simon Medina,
Little Mr. SpringGo -son of John and Megan Medina, Medina’s Village Bistro; driver
Joe Carter. (Left photo) Claire O’Leary showing off her spots in the Annual Spring Go
parade in Chimney Rock. A Cowpie Bingo raffle is a part of the day’s festivities.

Easy Clean
Coin Laundry

beside Hickory Log
Family Restaurant
Main Street, Spindale
Now accepting large orders from
Caterers, Restaurants, and
Property Managers/Rentals
Pick up and Delivery Service Available
hers
s
a
W
Call Jason Abrams 828-429-7909
New
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Technically speaking...

The best tech to take to the beach
By Scott Baughman
Summertime and the living is easy!
But even if your daddy’s not rich nor
your momma good lookin’ you can
take a nice vacation these days.
Whether you’re
lounging in a
chair on your
deck or actually
lounging
in the sand at
the beachfront
of our favorite
lake, there’s also
a good chance Scott Baughman
you’ll want to
take your connection to the outside world along
with you.
Reading e-books, checking emails,
getting caught up on the stock market
or posting a photo of your toes in the
sand on your favorite social media site
are all pretty standard vacation usage
for today’s ubiquitous companions
– our tablet! But, here’s the milliondollar question, which one should you
take on vacation?
Sure, you’ve got a zillion options
nowadays. Some cell phone companies even offer you subscription plans
to make sure your device has a network
connection in the great outdoors. But
it does no good if you can’t read the
dang thing when you get out in the
sun. So this time our column will be
about which devices work well at the
beach.
First, some categories (because
what’s a list without categories, right?)
I’ll talk a bit about full-sized tablets,
mobile phones and then – the newer
hybrids that some like to call “phablets”
because they’re a mix between phones
and tablets.
Up first, tablets. There are really

only three in the running right now.
Apple has the iPad – the originator of
the category – Amazon has the Kindle
Fire HD and Google has their Nexus
series of Android tablets.
The big thing to keep in mind
about any and all of these top of the
line, modern tablets is they have fullcolor, HD touchscreens as their primary display. This means that while
they look great indoors, they’re going
to have some really bad glare problems
outside. If you’re parking in the sun
and want to catch up on your latest scifi novel or thriller, you may have to get
some shade on that bad boy to actually
make out the text.
Another thing to keep in mind is
even if you get into a good lighting situation, the screen still might look blurry or weird. The culprit? Those sweet
shades you’re rockin’, man. That’s right,
most modern sunglasses that are worth
the price have what is called “lense
polarization” on them. The lenses are
treated to block out some of the most
harmful UV rays from the sun that can
damage your eyes. This is great news
for when you’re worried about your
peepers, but it means that the lenses
are aligned the same way that the pixels
on the screen of your iPad are aligned.
In other words – the sunglasses make
parts of the screen invisible to your
eyes. Weird, huh?
Don’t worry, though, you don’t
need to switch to a VISOR like Geordi
La Forge from Star Trek – you can defeat the polarization bug with a simple
workaround.
Turn your device sideways.
Yep, it can be that simple to solve
the polarization problem, because now
the pixels on your tablet (or sometimes
phone) are aligned in landscape mode
and become visible again.
So, which of the big three should
you take to the beach? Since they all

have the sunlight issue, that’s not part
of our decision making process. For
maximum versatility you’ll want the
iPad Air. It’s light and can hold millions of hours of content from the
iTunes store, the Apple App store and
various third-party websites. Just remember that if you are not going to be
connected to the web, you’ll get very
limited functionality. Also, as we’ve
discussed in this column before, the
iPad is the most expensive tablet on the
market. So instead, I recommend the
Amazon Fire HD. You can store lots
of content on the device itself making
it unnecessary to be connected to the
Internet AND the thing is just straight
up more durable than an iPad. If you
drop it in the sand, just blow it off
and you should be good to go. Better
yet, get a heavy duty case for the Fire
(again, cheaper than an iPad case) and
it should be virtually beach-proof.
In the land of phones, the choice
is much less straightforward. And they
are so many now that Smartphones are
almost ubiquitous in the hand-held
market. I can only recommend that
you get something light and capable
of storing content offline – an iPhone

would be nice, but you can also get
good use out of the myriad of Samsung Galaxy phones that run Google’s
Android operating system. While not
as versatile or self-contained as the Apple iOS devices, Android is no slouch.
Finally, let’s talk about the new
kids on the block – the phablets. These
combination phone/tablets try to take
your phone and upgrade it with a
much larger screen. You’ve likely seen
the debates about the iPhone 6 versus
the iPhone 6 Plus. And the now timehonored Android versus Apple war has
spilled over into this arena was well
with Nexus Phablets from Google and
Samsung Phablets going toe-to-toe
with Apple’s iPhone 6 Plus.
My best piece of advice on these
devices is – don’t get a phablet. These
devices try to take two things and
mash them together into one. Remember what happened to Dr. Frankenstein? To paraphrase his creation,
“Phablet!! URR…Phablet bad!!”
Before I close out this download,
one more piece of advice on taking
these techs to the beach – if you’re really concerned about the inability to
read in sunlight, consider an e-reader
from Amazon or Barnes and Noble.
These devices are smaller and more
specialized than full-blown tablets (or
our Phablet monster friends) but they
use “e-ink” to display the pages of the
book, magazine or GASP newspaper
you’re reading. The result is they can
be clearly seen in regular light or sunlight. They even make “glow” versions
of e-ink readers now that allow you to
turn on a light to read it at night. Now,
you can park it on the beach until well
after sunset and still enjoy your favorite e-book! Just remember, an e-reader
only does books and doesn’t do movies
or apps.
Until next time – transmission
complete!
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The 37th Hole...

Dreaming of that perfect round
By Adam Bowles
By the looks of things I do believe
we have finally left the grasp of old man
winter. These last four months have
been very difficult to watch go
by. Golfers have
sat in their house
and
watched
PGA
tour
events, chipped
and putted golf
balls on their
living room carpet, and even
Adam Bowles
bundled up for
a brisk round
in the upper 30’s. Why in the world
do we do this to ourselves? We do it

because when you become a golfer and hit
your first true pure
shot on the golf course,
you are hooked for
life. You will forever
be on the search for
the perfect round of
golf. Does that prefect
round of golf even exist? Who knows? That
is why we keep trying
year after year to see
what the future holds for us.
I was able to attend the Masters for
a few rounds this year, as I make a point
to do each year, and it was like watching the starter at a sprinters race firing
off his gun. It was official; the golf season is finally here. All of the patrons

hit practice putts, and then begin their
round for the day, meant the world to
us. We each leave thinking of something we saw a professional do that
we cannot wait to try when we return
home.
Now is the time to visit your local club and begin your journey for the
year. I hope you will all remember that
first time you hit a perfect shot with
your clubs. I hope you take that feeling and let it inspire you year after year.
I want to see golf back to its glory days
were dressed in their newest golf shirt where we made time to play this game
from their local pro shop. Some were we love so much. Life is so short, take
even wearing golf shoes to traverse the advantage of your youth you have left,
hilly grounds of Augusta. We were all play more golf! See you in the fairway.
there for a singular purpose. We were
there to be inspired. Watching our fa- Adam Bowles, PGA, is Golf Operations Manvorite golfers warm up on the range, ager at Rumbling Bald Resort, Lake Lure.
2400 Memorial Highway
Lake Lure, NC 28746
Hours:
Tuesday - Saturday
10 am - 6 pm
Sunday
1 pm - 6 pm
828-625-9810

Lake Lure Classical Academy

-A Tuition Free Public Charter School-

Online menu

www.kingscourtsteakhouse.wordpress.com

Bus Service Available at
Designated locations
Applications Available Online
or in Main Office
(828)625-9292

Now Enrolling for
2015 Grades K - 12

www.llca.teamcfa.org
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Bill’s World...

Shots on the wall
By Bill Williams

I am not smart enough to know
when to take a picture off the wall. So,
I just keep adding to the wall. Pictures;
mostly pictures.
I have done this for a while. Like,
60 years.
“The Wall”
is the wall just
to the left of and
behind my desk,
on which reside
my
computer
and other such
allied – and unallied – necessities.
These picBill Williams
tures cover a lot
of ground and a
little water. The portrait picture of my
mom and pop goes back to 1946 after
I had come home from the Air Force
(photographer) and was glad to use my
skills to show family members what
ber of Hickory Nut brand. They are
they look like.
color) The
reversed,
blackclass
shot ofgrayscale,
my high-school
d are(1942)
infinitely
scalable
and
available
was made 17 years after we
are 25 in the reunion
begraduated.
reduced There
as necessary.
picture and we were still young and
experimental. Though there was not
much to experiment with during those
days. What I remember most about

Your Chamber at Work

that reunion, however, was when Della Cheek walked up and I said: “Hey,
Della, I bet you don’t remember me.”
And, she answered: “Why, of course I
do, Eugene McCombs.”
One of the specials on the wall is a
shot of my wife, Betty, sitting there in
an easy chair with Tom in one arm and
Ben in the other. The twins are a few
days old and the smile on her face is as
bright as fireworks at the fair.
There is a family picture, probably
made around 1948. I am two years into
college at the time and trying to figure
what this major in English at Duke is
all about. In the photo, my four brothers and two sisters have Ipana smiles
and I look like I have a fever.
Betty’s dad, Howard, is smiling in
his picture. He knows where he has
been, and he’s been in three wars. A
school principal, he volunteered and
served in the trenches of World War I.
He was too old for World War II, so
he joined the American Red Cross and
served up close and personal as a military field director as fighting moved
inward and across the continent.
He was still with the Red Cross
when fighting broke out in Korea and,
once again, he knew the cold, bitter
taste of that war-torn winter. He never
carved his own epitaph, but I wish he
had.

Getting goodly amounts of space
on the wall are the grandkids. They are
in more than a dozen pictures. Kyle
26, is there, looking like he has just
moved into high school. We know, of
course, that he is a Marine first lieutenant and is flying Osprey aircraft somewhere where the sound of battle is a
mere mountaintop away.
A handful of photos was made at
the beach. They were made with new
friends, who now are old friends. The

steady toll of time has cut into their
number, but we still have their images
and their memories.
There is one shot of the tennis
group which we called “The Prostate
Invitational.” Fifteen men who sometimes looked like they had been raised
on a stony hillside played for 19 years
and only recently hung up their rackets.

Recent Accomplishments
New Opening of Carolina Trust Bank
Created a Gorge-Focused Website
Hosted Exciting Events and Activities
Brought Unity to Gorge Communities

www.hickorynutchamber.org
Chamber_V_4cR.eps

Developed Service Training Programs

Lake Lure - Chimney Rock - Bat Cave - Bills Creek - Gerton

435 Main Street
Chimney Rock Village

828-625-2064
Cafe Latte, Espresso,
Smoothies and Teas
Bakery items and FREE Wi-Fi

www.chimneyrockcoﬀee.com

Please turn to page 17
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Rates

866.863.2690
Call toll free for information

Weekdays

Apple Valley Market

Seniors

Grand Reopening
Memorial Day Weekend!

Weekends and
Holidays

Groceries, Beer, Wine,
Tobacco, Lottery,
Gas to follow shortly!

18 holes with cart $31
after 1pm $26
Monday - Friday
18 holes with cart $26

18 holes with cart $39
after 1pm $31
9 hole and Junior rates available
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Call 866-863-2690

Visit: meadowbrookgolfclub.com or Carolinahills.net
for more information

143 Whitney Boulevard,
Lake Lure, NC 28746
(828) 625-2003

Scoggin’s

Seafood & Steak house

Seafoods • Steaks • Lobster • Chicken • BBQ • Prime Rib
•Full Line of Healthy Choices
•Famous Fresh-Cut Salad Bar
•USDA Choice Hand-Cut Meat
•Broiled and Sauteed Seafood
•Large Pasta Selection
•Fried Food Cooked in 0 Trans-Fat Oil
•ABC Permit and Full “Pirate’s Pub”
Lounge

Special Events in May & June:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wed., April 29- Sun., May 10: Mothers’ Day Sale (bedding & veggies)
Wed., May 13-Sun., May 31: Annual & Perennial Sale (potted 4” & 6”)
Sun., May 17 @ 1pm: Edible Landscaping/Permaculture Seminar (free)
Sat. May 30 @ 2pm: Ethnobotany Walk & Talk (free)
Wed., June 3 – Sun., June 14: Clearance Sale (Everything is discounted!)
Monday, June 8 @ 5pm: Ladies Night at Painters (Pre-register & pay)
Sat., June 20 @ 2pm: Wildlife Gardening Seminar (free)
Wed., June 17-Sun., July 1: Closeout Sale (Whatever’s left is ‘dirt’ cheap!)

Directions to Painters: 734 Roy Moore Rd. (Calendar, directions & more on website.)
Take NC 9N. Turn right onto Old Fort Rd. & follow 4.7 miles, past Gateway Mountain entrance.
Continue 3.9 miles, make sharp left onto Roy Moore Rd. (after old gas station). Continue ~1 mile
(straight through intersection & past greenhouse) to customer parking.

Locally Owned and Operated
“Serving This Area Since 1959”

Open 4:00 p.m.

Take Out • Tuesday-Saturday •
Nightly and WeekendSpecials

828-287-3167

CHIMNEY ROCK RD., RUTHERFORDTON, NC 28139
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BEAUTIFUL. AFFORDABLE. CONVENIENT.
• Picturesque Views • Great Rates
• Open to the Public
For Tee Times Call:
828-625-4472

FINE
CIGARS

For Sale In
Our Clubhouse!
658 Memorial Highway • Lake Lure, NC • www.LakeLureGolfClub.com

Downtown Rutherfordton
NEW LOCATION

187 N. Main St., Rutherfordton, NC 28139

(828) 287-3637

Exclusive styling that takes you from work
to evening & into the weekend

May/June 2015
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For the collector...

Which modern day coins have silver in them?
By Robert Taylor
This is a pretty important item to
learn and understand.
Many collections I see always seem
to have coins put aside because the
owner felt the
coins were either
valuable as a collector piece or
had silver as part
of the metal content. Hopefully
the information
below will help
clarify some issues.
Robert Taylor
Modern day
coins that do
have silver in them are the 50 cent, 25

cent and 10 cent coins with a date of
1964 and older. The only modern day
nickels that contain a small portion
of silver are nickels minted in 19421945 and must have the mint mark
designation (P, D or S) at the top of
the coin on the reverse side. They did
make some non-silver 5 cent coins in
1942 and these will not have the mint
mark. The nickels from 1942-1945
with the reverse mint marks are called
“war nickels” and are usually very dark
in appearance as compared to other
nickels.
There are some exceptions to the
standard “1964 or older” rule.
The Kennedy 50 cent coin with
dates 1965-1970 also have partial silver. These should be saved along with
any other silver coins.

The U.S. Mint also created special
commemorative silver coins within
many types of proof and mint sets.
These coin sets normally have a COA
(Certificate of Authenticity) card within the package indicating the metal
content.
Now let’s talk a little about one
dollar coins.
All dollar coins from the 1800’s
have silver, and so do the Peace Dollar coins from 1921-1935. The silver
Morgan Dollar coin, popular in the
1800’s, was actually curtailed at the
end of 1904 and then instituted for
only one more year in 1921.No dollar
coins were minted between 1936 and
1971. The Eisenhower Dollar coin appeared in 1971 but had a short life until the end of 1978 - a large heavy coin

that very few people wanted to carry
around. Of the 32 types of Eisenhower dollars minted during those 8 years,
10 of them do contain some silver.
‘Best to just hang onto any Eisenhower
Dollars you have until you need to sell
them. Any coin dealer can quickly tell
you if you have any of the dollar coins
that contain some silver.
NONE of the Susan B Anthony
(SBA) dollar coins minted in 19791981 have any silver and should just
be put into your bank account. Ditto
for any Sacagawea Dollar coins (20002012) plus any of the bronze colored
modern Presidential Dollars that began their ill fated life in 2007.
Should you have a question about
any coins you have, just email me at:
classicstamps@live.com.

Tatanka and HNG Foundation team up for LLCA
By Jim Dunn
“Living Within Community”.
This has been the spirit of the development Tatanka since Tommy Hartzog
put the big bronze buffalo at the top
of Young’s Mountain over a decade
ago. The Indian word Tatanka had
two meanings in the Lakota language.
The primary meaning was buffalo. The
secondary meaning was living within
the community. “Living Within Community” has been the watchword of
Tatanka since the beginning - building
a special community in a special place.
For many years, whenever a new
lot has been sold in Tatanka, a portion of the proceeds are given to the
Hickory Nut Gorge Foundation. This
is a new intiative. It reinforces the spirit
of philanthropy and community orientation for the Tatanka community.
The Indians were aware that the

buffalo herds didn’t fight like the Indian tribes did. They respected that
nature in the buffalo and aspired to
that themselves. To be called “Tatanka” within the tribe was an honor. It
meant that you were a solid member
of the tribe. It designated moral leadership in the tribe because you could
be counted on to do the right thing.
In the spirit of Tatanka, Buffalo
Cliffs and Buffalo Cove have established a Special Interest Endowment
at the Hickory Nut Gorge Foundation (HNGF) for the Lake Lure
Classical Academy (LLCA) in honor
of our Founders Circle members.
Every good school runs a tight
budget. Budgeting requires discipline.
Discipline requires structure. And
sometimes structure can be hindering.
Never does a school year go by that the
principal doesn’t find some need that
a little bit of extra cash wouldn’t help.

This first Special Interest Endowment does just that. It provides, for
as long as the LLCA exists, an annual
grant called the Principal’s Discretionary Fund. This gives the principal a unique assist to solve problems
that arise during the school year – a
little cash outside the school board

budget. It helps in a small way to
make a special school in a special
place a little bit better. We believe
that is “Living Within Community”.
The Hickory Nut Gorge Foundation is a component fund of the Community Foundation of Western North
Carolina.

More about...

near Salisbury) on July 4th, 1991. He
was running for re-election and took
part in a little thrown-together softball
game. I showed him a box score of a
college game between Yale and Duke in
which the score was 10-1 favor Duke.
I showed the President the game box
score and told him: “Mr. President, I
got two hits and you got none.”
That’s when he hit me on the
shoulder and, with a big smile, said:
“Get outa here!” Click!
Another shot for The Wall.

Wall

Continued from page 14

There are many other pictures that
speak for themselves. Two are of thenU.S. President George H. W. Bush
and yours truly.
The picture was made when the
president visited my hometown (Faith,
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Smart men shop at
April’s Boutique!
Open every day 10 - 6

Built to last...

A fresh beginning
By David Wulff, AIA

April’s Boutique

371 Main Street
Chimney Rock, NC 28720

828-436-7004

May/June 2015

It’s spring – the beginning of a new
season. Open the windows let in some
fresh air. Nature changing outside
is so awesome.
Then with all
this bright sunlight coming in,
you look around
your house and
see the same ole
drab world. Not
new like outside.
Don’t worry; the
fix is easy and
relatively inexDavid Wulff
pensive.
Paint
the walls!
But, here’s where the confusion

Residential and Commercial
Painting and Pressure Washing
Fully Insured
Interior/Exterior
Experienced over 20 years

James Stoddard
President

(828) 676 4184
(828) 436-5081
iwalldesigns15@gmail.com

Tell them you saw it in The

Breeze!

Please support all of our hardworking
Mountain Breeze advertisers.
828-654-9598 • email: breezeads@aol.com

begins. You go to the paint store and
see such a variety of colors. They all
look so wonderful. What color should
you use? Worried about buying the
wrong color? It has been documented
that consumers waste almost $1 billion a year on paint they can’t live with,
either tossing it or painting over it.
Since colors tend to be about twice
as light and bright as what’s represented on a paint chip, the pros agree that
the surest way to see how a color’s going to look is to paint a few swatches
on the walls (the bigger, the better).
To make testing easier, most companies (including Pittsburgh Paints,
Benjamin Moore, Sherwin-Williams,
Behr, and Ralph Lauren Paints) now
offer sample paints—in 2-ounce to
29.5-ounce sizes—so you can preview
the color before you commit.
We suggest painting swatches in a
few different spots in the room (preferably over a white wall) and living with
it for a day or two to see how the hue
wears on you. Then you can more comfortably commit to a can. Remember
also that the color changes depending
on the wall it is on. The same color
on one wall looks different on another
wall because of the differences in the
light conditions. You can either paint
the color sample on a couple of different walls or another trick is to paint a

Paint the walls!
board (or two) and hold them up in
different areas of the room. Use a 2 x 2
piece of drywall so the paint will react
the same way it will in your room.
Painting a single room one color
is simple; however let’s say you have
an open floor plan. What do you do
then? Continuity is important on the
ground floor, but color can help “zone”
a big open space, separating the dining
area from the TV room, for instance.
There’s no need to stick to a single
color or even a single color palette that
is either all warm (reds, oranges, yellows) or all cool (blues, greens, bright
whites). However, by using muted,
dustier values, there’s a better chance
the colors you choose will flow into
one another. Color gurus recommend
leaning toward colors softened by a bit
of gray; these are often found in historical palettes. Bright colors can be
injected in small doses as accents—in
furnishings, floor coverings, even flowers.
DAVID H. WULFF, ARCHITECT, AIA,
LEED-AP, 167 Trails End, Lake Lure, NC,
828-625-5537, www.dwarchitect.com.

Isabell Builders LLC

Licensed & Bonded in North & South Carolina
www.isabellbuilders.com
•
•
•
•
•

Residential & Commercial
Robert Isabell
Custom Homes & Remodeling
General Contractor
Log Homes
bob@isabellbuilders.com
Solar Homes
828-817-9424 Cell
Free Estimates
828-859-5852 Fax
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Facts & stats of Lake Lure
14.7 Sq. Miles
1.15 Sq. Miles or about 800 Acres
990 feet above sea level
3,020 feet at Rumbling Bald Mtn
Excellent
1,192
*Source: U.S. Census 2010
Population - In Season
Estimated 12,000
Type of Community
Recreation based, resort, young
professionals & retirees
Housing Units per 2000 Census 1957
Median Age - per 2000 Census
58.6

Town Size
Lake Size
Lake Elevation
Highest Elevation
Water Quality
Population

Shine the light. Design the light.

Shine the light. Design the light.

Lake Lure Town Profile Information
From townoflakelure.com

SILHOUETTE® WINDOW SHADINGS

Hunter Douglas window fashions allow you to do so much with
light. Illuminate, soften or darken your spaces. Create a shimmering
glow, dramatic rays, a soothing retreat. Design with light and see
the difference it makes. Ask for details.

100 REBATE*

$

on any of the
following purchases:

1 Luminette® Privacy Sheer
(plus $100 rebate each additional unit)

2 Silhouette® Window®Shadings
SILHOUETTE WINDOW SHADINGS
(plus $50 rebate
each additional unit)

1 Skyline® Gliding Window Panels

4 Duette® Honeycomb Shades

Hunter
window
fashions
you
do so
much
with unit)
(plus Douglas
$100 rebate
each additional
unit)allow
(plus
$25to
rebate
each
additional
light.
Illuminate,
softenShadings
or darken your spaces. Create a shimmering
2 Pirouette
Window
(plus
$50 rebate
eachaadditional
glow,
dramatic
rays,
soothingunit)
retreat. Design with light and see
the difference it makes. Ask for details.
®

May 5 – June 30, 2015

BlueRidge* Design
100 REBATE
134 N Washington St

With each blind purchase:
$
FREE
1 hour Design
Consultation
with our Interior
Design Specialists

May 5 – June 30, 2015

FREE
In Home
Estimate

on any of the
following purchases:

Rutherfordton
NC Window Shadings
2 Silhouette
rebate each additional unit)
M-F: 10:00(plus
AM$50
- 5:30
PM
1 Skyline Gliding Window Panels
4 Duette Honeycomb Shades
ANYTIME
by
appointment
(plus $100 rebate each additional unit) (plus $25 rebate each additional unit)
828-286-8069
2 Pirouette Window Shadings
(plus $50 rebate each additional unit)
www.blueridgedesignnc.com
1 Luminette® Privacy Sheer
(plus $100 rebate each additional unit)
®

®

®

®

BlueRidge Design

N Washington St St
134 134
N Washington
Rutherfordton NC
Rutherfordton
NCPM
M-F: 10:00 AM - 5:30
Follow Us At Facebook or Twitter
ANYTIME
by
appointment
M-F: 10:00
AM - 5:30 PM
828-286-8069
ANYTIME
by appointment
www.blueridgedesignnc.com
828-286-8069
www.blueridgedesignnc.com

* Manufacturer’s mail-in rebate offer valid for qualifying purchases made 5/5/15 – 6/30/15 from participating dealers in the U.S. only. A qualifying purchase is deﬁned as a
purchase of any of the product models set forth above in the quantities set forth above. If you purchase less than the speciﬁed quantity, you will not be entitled to a rebate.
Offer excludes Nantucket™ Window Shadings, a collection of Silhouette Window Shadings. Rebate will be issued in the form of a prepaid reward card and mailed within
6 weeks of rebate claim receipt. Funds do not expire. Subject to applicable law, a $2.00 monthly fee will be assessed against card balance 7 months after card issuance
and each month thereafter. Additional limitations may apply. Ask participating dealer for details and rebate form. © 2015 Hunter Douglas. All rights reserved. All trademarks
used herein are the property of Hunter Douglas. SPG15MB2

FREE
Custom
Measurements
so your blinds fit
perfectly

49854

Follow Us At Facebook or Twitter
* Manufacturer’s mail-in rebate offer valid for qualifying purchases made 5/5/15 – 6/30/15 from participating dealers in the U.S. only. A qualifying purchase is deﬁned as a
purchase of any of the product models set forth above in the quantities set forth above. If you purchase less than the speciﬁed quantity, you will not be entitled to a rebate.
Offer excludes Nantucket™ Window Shadings, a collection of Silhouette Window Shadings. Rebate will be issued in the form of a prepaid reward card and mailed within
6 weeks of rebate claim receipt. Funds do not expire. Subject to applicable law, a $2.00 monthly fee will be assessed against card balance 7 months after card issuance
and each month thereafter. Additional limitations may apply. Ask participating dealer for details and rebate form. © 2015 Hunter Douglas. All rights reserved. All trademarks
used herein are the property of Hunter Douglas. SPG15MB2
49854
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Discovering Buffalo Creek Park

Meanderings and ponderings...

The fight
By Clint Calhoun
Growing up on a farm, there are a
lot of fond memories. Many of those
memories involve chickens. From
roosters crowing to gathering eggs,
it seemed as
though there was
always
something going on
with chickens.
I
remember one time,
my brother and
I were playing
down in the
woods below my
Clint Calhoun
grandparents’
house near the
barn. What we were specifically playing I don’t remember. We were probably stick sword fighting which we were
often prone to do. Anyway, as we were
doing our thing, we noticed some action going on in the periphery which
quickly caused us to stop what we were
doing.
We suddenly had a ringside seat
to a main event fight. On one side of
the barnyard was a big white rooster.
He was big and fat, with a bright red
comb, black wings, and dark green tail
feathers. He flapped his wings and
crowed. On the other side was a tiny
little black banty rooster (that’ a bantam rooster for those of you who don’t
understand southern English). That
little rooster sat there just waiting for
the inevitable.
The big rooster charged and engaged the little rooster who proceeded
to jump straight up in the air and met
the big white rooster with his inch long
spurs. The two roosters sparred back
and forth, neither one getting an advantage of the other. All the jumping
around suddenly attracted the attention of another rooster, an old multi-
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By Russ Meade

colored game rooster with equally long
spurs. It was clear the momentum had
shifted in the ongoing fight and suddenly the white rooster broke off the
fight and retreated across the barnyard.
At the same time, the game rooster
jumped into the fray and tried to use
his spurs as effectively as the little banty. From our vantage point on top of
the doghouse, we were close enough
to the fight to see the blood and feathers fly. After what seemed like several
minutes, all of a sudden the big game
rooster took off, clearly bested by the
much smaller rooster. That little banty
rooster scratched the ground, flapped
his wings, and threw back his head
and crowed in victory. We had just
witnessed one of the coolest fights of
our lives.
Now I’m certainly not one who
would go to a cock fight, dog fight
or anything of the sort. I believe that
such things are cruel and despicable.
But to see such a thing in a natural
setting, where animals are behaving as
they are supposed to, for the right to
be the dominant male, it’s quite fascinating to me. Those natural processes
and patterns fascinate me to this day.
Of all my barnyard memories, this one
probably ranks at the top of the list
and is one that I will hopefully cherish
forever.

The Buffalo Creek Park, located
off Buffalo Creek Road (just north of
Rumbling Bald Resort) is a 200-acre
park that will include approximately
seven miles of mountain bike and hiking trails and picnic facilities along
Buffalo Creek.
It is the only mountain bike trail
system within a 20 mile radius of Lake
Lure and Chimney Rock State Park,
(taking approximately 45 minutes of
driving time).
The trail system will include the
first leg of the Summits Trail, which
will eventually circumnavigate the
mountain peaks around Lake Lure and
connect the area’s recreational lands.
Town staff, along with the Lake
Lure Parks & Recreation Board, are
working with Carolina Mountain
Land Conservancy (CMLC) and the
State Park to extend the second leg of
the Summits Trail from Buffalo Creek
Park to Eagle Rock.
The second leg will include an additional five to six miles of trail across
CMLC and State Park property.
The park offers the first opportunity for a mountain experience that will
challenge your fitness and offer great
views and varied terrain. This trail is
the first loop at Buffalo Creek Park
and provides a strong shot of climbing
without harsh technical difficulty. It’s
smooth and flowing and popular with
hikers and trail runners.

Buffalo Creek Park - Bike it, Run it,
Climb it ....Explore it your Way

It will be extended by 7-10 miles
of trail through rugged back country,
ascending another 2,000 feet to reach
ridge lines and scenic viewpoints.
The trail will connect with Chimney Rock State Park on the north side
of Rumbling Bald Mountain, itself a
popular destination for climbers and
boulders. A bike-accessible cirque of
the entire northern valley is planned,
along with an extended through-hiking experience that circumnavigates
Lake Lure in a 30-40 mile trail that
summits several surrounding peaks.
From http://www.townoflakelure.com/northernparkland.php

Why are gulls named seagulls? If they were by the bay, they'd be bagels!
What's the best day to go to the beach? SUNDAY!
Where does a ship go when it's sick? To the DOCK!
Why do fish swim in salt water? Because pepper makes them sneeze!
What do whales like to put on their toast in the morning? Jellyfish!
Where do ghosts like to swim? The Dead Sea.
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Real estate market watch...

Vacation home sales LAKE
set record in 2014 TIME
By Jim Hester

sales and “that should more or less rise”
over the next 10 years as incomes and
the number of vacation home buyers
increases. The NAR survey found that
buyers last year had median household
income of $94,380, up from $85,600
in 2013. The number of buyers will
grow in the years ahead as 76 million
plus baby boomers age and buy vacation homes that will become retirement homes.
Meanwhile, the prospect of rising home prices has spurred buyers to
purchase sooner than later. Mortgage
rates on 30 year fixed rate mortgages
are going to increase later in 2015 as
the Federal Reserve increases shortterm rates. And median resale prices of
all homes, which increased 7.5% from
one year ago to $202,600 in February,
are likely to rise further as the overall
inventory of homes available for sale
remains tight.
This sales trend is good news for
Lake Lure and the surrounding area.
The number of vacation properties
including lots has been down since
the peak in 2006. With an improving
economy and a flood of “Boomers”
we look forward to more folks moving
into this area.

As the stock market has hit new
highs and the mortgage interest rates
have hit new lows the sale of vacation
homes are at the
highest level of
that market segment since vacation home sales
record keeping
began in 2003.
The
National
Association of
Realtors (NAR)
estimates
that
1,130,000 vaJim Hester
cation homes,
condos and town
houses were sold in 2014, up 57%
from 2013. Last year's estimated tally
topped the previous high from 2006
to become the biggest year for vacation home sales volume since the NAR
started tracking the vacation home
market in 2003. Vacation homes accounted for 21% of all sales last year,
the highest ever.
However, Mark Zandi, chief economist for Moody’s Analytics, suggested
the results may be over stated due to the
small sample size of buyers surveyed
that purchased homes in 2014. Still Jim Hester, Broker/Realtor, Cell: 828-447-0354,
Mr. Zandi noted that vacation home jimhesterbroker@gmail.com
sales account of 20% of all residential

Two Year Old
My two-year-old cousin scared us one summer by disappearing during our
lakeside vacation. More than a dozen relatives searched the forest and shoreline,
and everyone was relieved when we found Alex playing calmly in the woods.
"Listen to me, Alex," his mother said sharply. "From now on when you want to
go someplace, you tell Mommy first, okay?"
Alex thought about that for a moment and said, "Okay. Disney World."

BE

Don’t let
another
summer get
away.

ST OF
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You’ll ﬁnd there’re many ways to
LIVE in western North Carolina. We
eliminate the guesswork by providing
the photos, the analysis, and the
community search tools you need.

Visit one of our two Lake Lure Oﬃces
Call today, and make this summer on
the lake one you’ll remember forever.

866.858.2257

Explore Lake Lure properties for sale at:

lakelureliving.com

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY
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Fully Furnished, Modern Log Home
Located in Rumbling Bald Resort - Apple Valley

Now on VRBO.com! Property # 356192
• Relax and enjoy
• Lots of Upgrades
• Three Full Baths
• Access to Resort Amenities
• Very Quiet, Beautiful Views

• Custom Kitchen/Jenn-Air
• Two Master Suites & Loft
• Full Laundry (W/D)
• Back Deck & Front Porch

For more info or to check availability, contact...
Kristin Gressett @ 281-974-0926 or
Greg Johnson @ 704-763-6688

Construction Inc.
Now offering Platinum Property
Management Services

www.michaelchampionconst.com
www.manageWNC.com

Joelle van den Berg
Keller-Williams
Lake Lure Professionals Group
828-899-4536
joelle@discoverlakelure.com
30 transactions / 6.5+ million in 2014
Interested in selling in 2015?

May/June 2015
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HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER
One of the most desirable “Points” on Lake Lure
•
•
•
•
•
•

570 feet of Lake Front
Two boat houses
3 story house
4 bedrooms 2 baths
Large deck
270 Picnic Point Rd

For viewing or information
contact David Nelon
828-980-1612 dnelon@att.net

MOUNTAIN VIEWS abound with this well maintained Resort home
in a wooded setting. Views from the extensive decks and from
almost every room in the house. Open floor plan with spacious
rooms, hardwood floors, and beautiful stonework throughout.
Two natural stone fireplaces and two car garage. The home offers
opportunity for one level year round living or has great rental
potential. Four bedrooms and four baths. Resort amenities and
lake access are available.
Call Lyn Weaver at (828) 674-9864 or (828) 694-3001
for more information.

Unbelievably, Gorgeous, Panoramic
Mountain View from Back Porch

Within 10 miles of
Tryon Equestrian Center

Email for more pictures - kellyrn@charter.net

Keep up with Lake Lure while away SUBSCRIBE to The

Mountain Breeze!

7 issues mailed to your home or business for $35/year.
Send your mailing info and check to:

The Mountain Breeze, PO Box 531, Lake Lure, NC 28746

828-654-9598 • email: breezeads@aol.com

Mobile Home-DW/2.89 Acres
3 bedrooms/2 baths
Cathedral ceiling
Ceiling fans
White blinds all windows
Carpet/Laminated wood flrs.
Covered back porch
Back of house/porch fenced
Small storage shed

4320 Big Level Rd.,
Mill Spring, NC

$165,000 BY APPT. ONLY 828-625-9821
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Your Chamber at work...

Make an impact!
larger than 250.
• Coordinating events and community
activities for maximum participation and
success.
• Attending regional events to insure
communications and coordination of
area events.
• Acting as a representative to State,
County and Towns to ensure that government hears locals.

By Tommy Hartzog

Executive Dir., HNG Chamber of Commerce

We all make impacts as we “journey”
through life so the question is “does my
existence affect my culture in a nourishing fashion?”
The Chamber, with every initiative,
seeks to impact our greater community
is a manner that uplifts the quality of life
now and into the future.
I witness daily citizens opening new
accounts in our new hometown bank.
These budding financial relationships
carry practical convenience and efficiency
for locals and, more importantly, fosters
a grand sense of community spirit and
genuine connections within our populace.
The Chamber is:

Tommy Hartzog

• Working very hard to facilitate the location of a first class skilled senior care business employing 40-60 people.
• Driving a community initiative to start
a brewpub with our very own locally
brewed and labeled beer.
• Very committed to establishing a functional indoor gathering place for groups

The Chamber of Hickory Nut Gorge
has been officially been reformed for 17
months and we strive to “make an impact” every week. We have our participating membership to thank for supporting
us so that we can affect positive growth.
Quality growth helps families make a living here and it influences property values
in a very meaningful way. Please express

your gratitude to Chamber Members in
our community. Most have a sticker on
their door or window.
The Chamber office is located beside
Carolina Trust Bank in Lake Lure and we
are open five days a week from 9-2. Stop
by soon. You too can join our effort as a
member.
Meanwhile, remember that each of
us impacts others daily and I challenge
each of us to say NO to “cold prickly”
and spread “warm fuzzes” everywhere
you go. I believe uplifting others is a calling from God no matter what our personal circumstances are.
We are on the move folks and we all
must remain committed to working as a
team for the greater good.
Join the Chamber today at: www.
hickorynutchamber.org.

ORIGINAL STYLES
EXQUISITE DESIGNS
SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
All in one convenient location.
Hickory Furniture Mart.

www.hickoryfurniture.com | 1-866-471-4365
I N S P I R I N G

H O M E S

A R O U N D

T H E

WO R L D

F O R

OV E R

H A L F

A

C E N T U R Y
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Comings and goings...

Look Honey, there's a deer
By Becky Cook
On a recent April morning daylight
was just beginning to peek through the
darkness. The
cats were signaling their wish to
come inside. I
opened the front
door and peered
out into a world
encased in dense
fog. A garden
circle of shrubs,
trees,
grasses,
flowering and
Becky Cook
perennials bulbs
shields us from
the street helping to guard privacy and
also provide a variety of seasonal plant
beauties. On this particular morning,
in the very middle of the circle, frozen in motion, staring directly at me,
was a lovely young deer. Not unusual.
But it surprised me that she was alone.
Though I didn’t catch her “red handed”
feasting on the day lilies, her presence
reminded me that she and her family
probably made a few tasty meals of
the green shoots trying to develop and
bring forth their gorgeous blooms. I
whisper-shouted to my husband who
had just entered the room, “Look
Honey, there’s a deer.” A few minutes later when the sweet young thing
broke out of her pose, she leaped her
way through our side yard and joined
3 other deer whom I assumed were
her family. They bounded through the
woods together.
When we retired to this community 15 years ago we lived inside the
resort. We became involved in Fairfield
Mountains Chapel in several ways, including singing in the choir. We consider that to be family. I also started as
a library volunteer. My golfer-husband

found a perfect haven to carry out his
love of a lifetime. Volunteerism and
community activities are plentiful here
and we became involved. After seven
years living inside the resort we moved
into Riverbend Development where
we have been for eight years.
Riverbend is just a perfect piece
of nature mostly undisturbed, replete
with huge trees, multiple untamed
creatures, from deer, to bears, to endless breeds of birds, and more. Rustic homes and cabins are tucked into
small spaces with awesome views. Mirror Lake is at the center of the development. And, our home-in-the-woods
is our most favorite house EVER! Our
Atlanta son and his family are less than
four hours away. Shelbyville, KY, is
home to our other son and his family.
We came out of “retirement” along
the way, and re-entered the work force,
John as a realtor and I as a golf shop
attendant. We thought nothing of the
necessity to drive a few miles to doctors, dentists, hospitals, and shopping.
But then, we got older!!! DUH! We
developed a few health issues which
required some specialized care. We became aware of several families in this
community, couples, widows, widowers, and others who quickly learned the
challenges of transportation for medical treatments, shopping, etc. While
there is a large field of loving folks who
willingly share the load of ministering to neighbor’s needs, there comes
a time when family must be involved.
This can become a burden for distant
family caregivers who must manage
care from afar. No one ever wants to
end their sojourn in this place, though
sooner or later the day will come when
changes must be made.
Here we are living in this little
piece of heaven that we never wanted

to leave. We love it and the people we
know here. And yet we want to be proactive in choices and decisions about
our future, including a move. Our
house is on the market and we will be
moving near our son in Shelbyville,
KY, when the time comes. [One or
two “friends” here have already said
they have put a hex on the sale! We’ll
see if that happens!] Moving seems like
an overwhelming task which requires
lots of faith and openness. But, we’re
ready!

I will remember that frozen-inspace deer who greeted us that foggy
morning and will miss that. But, I’m
ready to see what new surprises God
has in store for tomorrow.
“Give us the grace to realize that
change does not take You by surprise but
is a means by which. . . .You help us find
You in more than our hearts ever imagined possible.”
[excerpt from Our Daily Bread reading.
Bill Crowder]

Lake Lure looking east from Chimney Rock late 1920’s. From the Lake Lure Archives
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Health matters...

Consider a Prostrate Screening Test this month
By W. Glover Little, MD
June is Men’s Health Month. So
the question is should a man have a
prostate screening test? As a
board certified
urologist with
Rutherford Urology my professional opinion
is that the test
saves lives. Prostate cancer is
the most comW. Glover Little
mon cancer in
men other than
skin cancer, and
it’s the second leading cause of cancer
death in men.
Prostate screening tests include a

physical exam as well as a blood test.
During the physical exam, the doctor
inserts a gloved, lubricated finger into
the rectum to examine the prostate,
which is adjacent to the rectum. A
blood sample is drawn from a vein in
your arm and analyzed for PSA, which
stands for Prostate-Specific Antigen,
a protein produced exclusively by
prostate cells. It is normal for a small
amount of PSA to be found in your
bloodstream. However, if a higher
than normal level is found, it may be
an indication of prostate infection, inflammation, enlargement or cancer.
Besides the PSA number itself,
we will consider a number of other
factors to evaluate your PSA scores:
• Your age.
• The size of your prostate gland.
• How quickly your PSA levels are

Prostate cancer is the most common cancer in
men other than skin cancer, and it’s the second
leading cause of cancer death in men.
changing.
• Whether you’re taking medications
that affect PSA measurements, such as
finasteride (Propecia, Proscar), dutasteride (Avodart) and even some herbal
supplements.
Screening should begin at age 50
unless you have certain risk factors, including being a black male or having
a blood relative who has had prostate
cancer. If a family member was diagnosed with prostate cancer, your risk of
the disease is greater than that of the

average American man.
In the early stages of prostate
cancer, there are no symptoms. If it’s
caught early, it is treatable and potentially curable. Thus, the ability to detect it at a treatable stage is dependent
on screenings.
Prostate cancer can be treated by
many different means. Sometimes surveillance of prostate cancer is carried
out. The treatment is based on the risks
versus the benefits for each individual
patient.

ADVERTISE your company, product, or service

HERE - in The Mountain Breeze!
• 28 year history
• Long shelf life
• Full ad design services

• High reader loyalty
• Three county distribution
• Professional & friendly staff

828-654-9598 • email: breezeads@aol.com
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A variety of Foam Flower, a native to Western North Carolina, begins to burst forth
along the roadside. Photo by Nancy Hoopes

Wishing You Well
Flowers and balloons bring smiles to
our patients, but at St. Luke’s Hospital,
we deliver more . . .
Since 1929, St. Luke’s Hospital has
been here, caring for our friends and
neighbors in the Carolina Foothills. As
a small community hospital, we fill a
huge need, providing access to lifesaving
emergency care, outstanding surgical care,
and attentive, compassionate
acute medical care.
St. Luke’s Hospital is proud to offer
the latest in diagnostic imaging,
outcomes-based rehabilitation,
respectful geriatric-psychiatric care,
state-of-the-art orthopedic care and more.
St. Luke’s Hospital remains committed
to providing quality care…
a safe, comfortable and caring atmosphere…
medical services right here in our community.
Flowers and balloons are nice, but at
St. Luke’s, we deliver far more—
exceptional care, close to home.
Columbus, North Carolina 828.894.2408 SaintLukesHospital.com
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Quality.
Expertise.
Commitment.
What it means to be a part of
Duke LifePoint Healthcare.

Rutherford Regional Health System’s partnership with Duke LifePoint
Healthcare is bringing the pieces together to transform healthcare in
Rutherford County. Quality: It’s improving the health of our community in
our community. Expertise: it’s recruiting and keeping top physicians and new
specialists. Commitment: it’s financial strength and capital investment. As a
member of Duke LifePoint Healthcare, our regional health system will be
supported with more resources than ever before.
Together we are finding ways to build healthier communities and
transform healthcare.

MyRutherfordRegional.com
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Atheletes praise
Olympiad volunteers

Olympiad volunteers: Woody (L) and Linda Turner, Kay Dittmer, Valerie Griswold and
Gay Hegwood.

For ten years, the Lake Lure Olympiad has attracted athletes from around
the country to Lake Lure and Chimney Rock for its annual sports festival. In addition to the gorgeous scenery and challenging events, athletes every year credit
the event’s success with its huge team of welcoming volunteers.
In addition to an all-volunteer board of governors, the nonprofit event requires more than 200 volunteers to execute the nine events over the three-day
weekend.
“It’s about heart,” says repeat volunteer Kat Canant. “I live in and love Lake
Lure. It swells the heart to see others fall in love with that same sense of community that you know and love so well. It’s almost a selfish thing because the
satisfaction is in you as well.”
Without even being prodded for feedback on the volunteers, athletes always
include high praise for the volunteers on post-event surveys.
The numbers don’t lie either. When athletes were asked to name their favorite
part of the Olympiad in a post-festival survey, friendly volunteers ranked fourth
after scenery and location (#1); challenging course (#2), and athletic events (#3).
This year’s Olympiad is August 14-16. Sign up for one of the Lake Lure
Olympiad events and experience a special weekend of competition, vacation and
fun. Learn more at www.lakelureolympiad.com.
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Tips for enjoying
Port Wines
There’s a wide world of wine out
there to discover. If you find yourself
reaching for the same few varietals
time and again, consider expanding
your range with Port, which is versatile
in itself.
“Port is not just a wine to enjoy
after dinner,” says David Guimaraens,
head winemaker for Taylor Fladgate,
Fonseca and Croft. “The range of styles
means you can enjoy Port as an aperitif, with dessert, or at a party.”
Port is one of the world’s great
classical wines and is made in Portugal’s Douro Valley since the late 1600s.
Portugal is the birthplace of true Port,
which is defined as a fortified wine
made from Portuguese grape varieties and the addition of neutral grape
spirit.
Depending on how it is aged, Port
comes in a spectrum of styles, each of
which can beautifully complement
meals or special occasions, and can be
enjoyed year-round. The most popular styles of Port are Ruby, Tawny and
White. Here are a few tips and recommendations for getting the best use of
them.
• Ruby Port such as Fonseca BIN 27,
made by one of the most revered Port
houses, is aged for three to four years in
large oak vats to produce a full-bodied
wine with intense, dark berry fruit flavors. It pairs well with chocolate, berries and spiced nuts. It also makes an
excellent ingredient in cocktails, such

as a Manhattan (in place of sweet Vermouth) or as the base of a punch or
sangria.
• Tawny Ports are matured in small
oak casks for 10, 20, 30 or 40 years.
These elegant wines have an intense
amber color, opulent, jammy, nutty
aromas and a rich flavor profile of figs
and dried fruit, making them ideal for
pairing with Pecan Pie, dried apricots,
and desserts made with coffee or caramel. Slightly chill a Taylor Fladgate 10
Year Old Tawny and enjoy as an aperitif with mixed nuts, or serve at room
temperature at the end of a meal.
• White Port, which was first introduced in the 1930s, is made from
white Douro grape varieties and aged
in large wooden vats. Lightly sweet
with vibrant acidity and a velvety texture, dry white Port offers fruit aromas
and flavors with light oak notes. Chill
Fonseca’s Siroco Dry White Port for an
elegant aperitif wine, or serve it alone
or with premium Indian Tonic, such
as Fever-Tree, and a sprig of mint or
wedge of lemon.
• Don’t forget to savor your Port. A
unique characteristic of all Port is that
an open bottle can last for up to six
weeks when stored in a refrigerator.
With a bit of knowledge, you can
get the best experience possible trying
a new wine varietal.
StatePoint of North Carolina

“Accept what life offers you and try to drink from
every cup. All wines should be tasted; some should
only be sipped, but with others, drink the whole bottle.”
- Paulo Coelho
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Tar wheels...

Vacation driving
By Bob Blake
We may cherish warm weather...
but our cars do not! Yes, they are automatic, comfortable, and reliable but
are just complex machines that require
attention and maintenance. They
work harder during hot summer
trips and revolt if
not maintained!
All the pretrip excitement
quickly vanishes
when you are
stuck on the side
of a busy freeway and the eyes
of every famBob Blake
ily member are
locked on you!
Suddenly the half hour of a routine
“look - see” before the trip becomes a
wise decision.
The inspection should begin
with a morning “walk-around” - just
like airplane pilots do. The car is cool
and everything has stabilized. First,
check for fluid spots. If you are unsure
whether they are new or old, place a
sheet of white paper underneath. Try
to determine if it is plain water, colored antifreeze, sticky oil, or red power
steering/transmission fluid. Modern
cars normally drip small amounts of
water from the air conditioner immediately after stopping.
Look at each tire for tread depth
and uneven wear. Remember the tire
footprint is merely a few square inches
and that is your only road contact.
Check the pressure when they are cold.
Consult the owner’s manual for the
correct inflation. Every 10-degree temperature rise adds about one pound.
Turn on the lights - high and low
beams. Have someone push the brake

pedal while you check the rear stop
lights and turn signals.
Open the hood and scan the engine. Feel the hoses while the car is
cold. They should have a firm but pliable feel. Are there any leaks around the
clamps? When did you change the air
filter? Cars use five times the amount
of air versus gasoline and engines must
breathe. The belts are very important
because they drive the air conditioner,
power steering and electrical alternator. Cracks are warnings for failure.
Steering becomes difficult if the power
steering pump fails!
Check the fluids. Most of the reservoirs have “fill” lines. DO NOT open
the radiator cap. The coolant “surge”
tank - usually located away from the
radiator - is a visible way to see the correct coolant level and it varies slightly
with engine temperature.
Start the car in an open space and
listen. Did it hesitate? When was the
battery replaced? Our cars place huge
loads on the electrical system, even
with the motor off. Batteries last about
three years and give little warning
before failure. What about the door
opener “clicker”? These watch-type
batteries usually last a little longer but
the five bucks for a replacement is a lot
cheaper than a locksmith!
As you back the car out for the
inspection, note the quality of the
brakes. A spongy feel or a pedal near
the floor is a bad sign. Did the brakes
make a noise? Does the emergency
brake work?
Be sure the vacation packing does
not obscure visibility or exceed the recommended load. A working flashlight,
cell phone and a simple first aid kit are
good ideas.

Grads: We are going on

Virginia Dare Dalton Wilson’s leaders, we say it with deep gratitude
Valedictory speech as a graduate from and stirring emotion.
Lake Lure School, 1947, published In
We hope that we shall go forth and
her book, “Precious Memories”.
do honor in the years to come. We
hope that you will never have reason to
Dear Friends:
be disappointed in the course we folThe time has come for us, the low or the results we gain. We desire
graduating class of 1947, to face the earnestly to make use of what you have
fact that we are going and leaving done for us. As we move up the next
for all time, these familiar halls, these class in line takes our places, we would
teachers whom we have learned to bespeak from them cordial, conscienlove, and our classmates with whom tious and continued cooperation on
we will never again be associated in just their part, for all you will, we know, so
the same way.
willingly do for them.
The thought of parting, paradoxiThe very fact that we are going on
cal as it may seem, brings us feelings speaks eloquently of how well you, our
of both sadness and gladness. We are teachers, have done your work, and
sad when we remember that this chap- how fine has been the spirit of this
ter in Life’ Book is ended, that we are school. It gives us joy that we have
writing “Finis” at the close of it, and succeeded in completing the course of
turning our faces toward new scenes study prescribed for us here, and that
and associations.
we are ready for the next step of our
We shall always hold in mind ten- journey up the heights of knowledge.
derly and gratefully all these years have As we say good-bye mists come to our
meant to us, all they have brought to eyes, and we are not ashamed of that
us, all they have taught us, for we are mistiness, nor the emotion it betrays.
inevitably “a part of all we have met.” In bidding you farewell we, the class of
Never can we get away from the influ- 1947, of this dear old school, do it with
The few minutes spent inspecting ence, the example, the interest, and the a tear, a sigh, a smile, and a wave of a
the car before the trip is a great invest- guidance of these years, and in saying white handkerchief upon the breeze, as
ment in vacation fun!
farewell to you, our instructors and the ship draws out from the port.
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Immaculate Conception Roman Catholic Church
1024 West Main Street • Forest City NC • (828) 245-4017
“Rutherford County Is Our Parish”
The closest Roman Catholic Church to Lake Lure
Weekend Masses: Saturday 5:00 pm
Sunday: 9:00 am; 11:30 am; 3:00 pm (Spanish)
Confessions: Saturday 4:15 pm
Eucharistic Adoration and Rosary before all weekend Masses.

Spring comes to the mountains. Photo by Nancy Hoopes

Lakeside Worship!
Since 1969

Every Sunday
May 3 - October 11
9:00 - 9:30 a.m.
Behind ABC Store
At the Lake Lure Beach
Come by boat, car, or walk in

Chimney Rock
Baptist Church
270 Boys Camp Road

Gene Daggerhart, Pastor

Bible Study,

Wednesday 10 a.m.

Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.
Worship, 11:00 a.m.
Sponsor of Lakeside Worship
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ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A CHURCH…
Where the Old Hymns Are Still
Sung with Joy and Enthusiasm?

Where You Are Made to Feel Like
Family Instead of Like A Stranger?

Where the Minister’s Sermons
Are Understandable and Speak
To Both One’s Heart and One’s
Head?

Where An Accomplished Choir
Sings Lovely Music, Ranging All
Way from Bluegrass Gospel to
Classical Sacred Pieces?

Where Warmth and Spontaeity
Blend Well with Due Reverence
and A Sense of the Holiness of
God?

Where We Care About Each
Other and Together Care About
Others, Nearby and Around the
World?

Where We Abhor Little “Church
Cliques” and the “Caste System”
That Seem to Characterize
Some Churches?

Where People Laugh and Cry
Together Freely, Weeping with
Those Who Weep and Rejoicing
With Those Who Rejoice?

Where Handbells Often Ring
Out with Joy and Organ and
Piano Sound Forth the Joyful
Music of Worship?

Where Children’s Church Takes
Place Simultaneously with Adult
Worship and Where Child Care
Is Lovingly Provided?

Then We May Just Be the Church You’ve Been
Seeking. Join Us.
Church
Name,
Address,
Telephone
Email
Morning
Worship
Each
SundayNumber,
at 10:00and
a.m.
Address, Plus Time of Sunday Service

FAIRFIELD MOUNTAINS CHAPEL
(Interdenominational and Ecumenical)

1384 Buffalo Creek Road, Lake Lure, NC
(Just Past the Security Gate of Rumbling Bald Resort and Spa)

Everette H.
Chapman
Minister
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Luna Del Sol Restaurant
&
Bedrock Lounge
Apple Valley Golf Course at
Rumbling Bald Resort
309 Winesap Road
Lake Lure, NC 28746

Open for Dinner

Every night 5 pm - 9 pm

828-625-2007
828-625-9882

Lunch

Thursday - Monday
11 am - 3 pm
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Just like home...
If your are looking to build or purchase in
an exceptional mountain golf community,
it’s time to look closer at Rumbling Bald
Resort. We boast a number of choice
undeveloped properties and spectacular
homes in a variety of settings.

Come today; enjoy our lake and golf,
and seize the opportunity to live in our
remarkable community.

Call 828.694.3001 or visit RumblingBald.com/discover
GOLF | LODGING | DINING | WEDDINGS | SPA | MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY

CLASSIC COINS & STAMPS
828-447-4699

Lake Lure, NC
ROBERT TAYLOR
classicstamps@live.com

COINS and STAMPS

GOLD & SILVER ITEMS

* Appraisals (Most Are Free)
* Purchase Single Items Or
Collections
* Sales
* Estate Valuations
* Recommendations

Appraisal of:
* Pendants/Charms
* Necklaces (Whole or Broken)
* Rings/Bracelets/Earrings
* Medals/Tokens
* Dental Gold
MEMBER:

A.P.S., A.S.C., F.U.N., NGC, PCGS, ANA
* Full Time Local Resident
* 40+ Years Of Experience
* Your Confidentiality Assured
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Marianne Flanders book reviews...

Faithful Unto Death
by Stephanie Jaye Evans
Penguin Books, 2012, Fiction

Join Cruise Planners on a Unique Wine Cruise Experience
NEW! Taste of Bordeaux | August 12-19, 2016
Book soon & save up to $1,500 per stateroom
Ruth & John Shaw | 828-625-0224
oceanrides@aol.com
www.cruiseplannersonline.com

Terms & Conditions: Promotion is valid for new bookings and may not be applicable toward Group bookings. Offers
are not combinable with any other promotions/discounts, are limited to availability, are capacity controlled and are
subject to change or termination without notice. Other restrictions apply. CST#2065452-40.

Cruise Planners_Mountain Breeze.indd 1

828-625-2999

4/2/15 12:04 PM

Tue
- SatDinner
open for&lunch
and Brunch
dinner
Lunch,
Sunday
11 - 3 and 5 - 9
Lodging/Weddings/Private
Parties
Lodging/Weddings/Private Parties
Est. 1891
Est.1891

Mention this Ad and Receive 10% off Dining.

Gift Certificates Available!
Reservations Recommended

Come Experience Southern Hospitality at its Best!
910 Main Street Chimney Rock, NC

828-625-2999 www.theesmeralda.com

Put together a minister who gets into others’ problems
as if they were his own, a friend whose marriage is falling
apart and is accused of murder, and a dog who is more like
a human than an animal, and it will produce a story line
that turns and twists like a mountain trail.
Perhaps the criticism from his parishioners of the ir- Marianne Flanders
responsibility of a minister who would get deeply involved
in a crime scene and its major suspects is valid. Perhaps
his way of “investigating” does not follow protocols of the police department’s
way of doing it. But he is driven to get to the truth, even though he knows his
reputation--personal and career--is on the line in the process.
The reader will come to love and be fascinated by the various characters as
they play out in their own ways their responses to one of the biggest events the
Houston suburb of Sugar Land has ever experienced. Add that to the quirks and
loving actions of a Pug named “Bear” and you have a book that is hard to put
down, and come to the end wanting more.

Fireflies In December
by Jennifer Erin Valent

Tyndale House Publishers, Fiction

“The summer I turned thirteen, I thought I’d killed a man,” begins this book.
Here is a story of adolescence, prejudice, and heartfelt love that wraps around all
the ugliness of a society being driven by hate and stubbornness. As thirteen-yearold Jessilyn explains it: “summers are long and hot and sticky. They drag on and
on, making slow things seem slower and bad things seem worse.”
Well, they were bad, and even their trying to do the right thing was turned into
something wrong--at least in the eyes of some of the other residents when the
KKK was alive and active in the farming community called Coopersville.
Jessilyn’s crush on 19-year old Luke who works for her daddy and comes for
supper most every day is a major coming of age experience as the events unfold
during the hot summer of 1932. A bit of mystery, a glimpse into a youthful love
experience, and a touch of admiration for those who refuse to be bullied out of
doing the right thing makes an entertaining, refreshing, and inspiring story, one
that perhaps even solidifies what we already know but don’t always recognize.

Q: What did the pig say at the beach on
a hot summer's day?
A: I'm bacon!
Q: How do you prevent a Summer cold?
A: Catch it in the Winter!
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The arts...

Winslow Homer - Watercolorist extraordinary
By Mary Karr
On a recent cruise up the Hudson
River it brought to mind the wonderful watercolors of the famous American watercolor artists of all times. Of
these Winslow
Homer stands
out, whose work
remains
unmatched in its
ambition and
expressive power. The color is
vivid, and the
strokes of the
brush confident
and effortless.
Mary Karr
Born in 1836, in
Boston, it was a

period of time that watercolor was just
beginning to gain acceptance among
professional artists and worthy of attention in the art world. It is amazing that nearly seven hundred of his
watercolors have survived and are now
among the most prized possessions of
the finest museums in the country. He
was able to capture a single moment
in nature from the stillness of the fog
shrouded mountain lakes, to icy cold
water rushing over rocks, to the carefree life of barefoot boys and sun-bonnet wearing girls playing in the sand in
the busy harbor of Gloucester. These
works show us how committed he was
to painting his scenes outdoors «in
plain air» where he could demonstrate
his great ability to capture light and
shadows and the complexity of how

Custom Homes Remodeling Consultation

colors can be reflected and refracted.
In his paintings he gives us a close
up of his gorgeous use of deep and vibrant jewel like colors of rose, yellow,
and blue reminding us of stained glass
windows. Homer was indeed and outdoors man and his paintings confer his
love of the sea and fishing and the rugged forests of the Adirondacks. Then,
in the last twenty years of his life, to
the Caribbean where the warm sun
impressed him to paint some of the
most colorful and sensual of his paintings, which remain my favorites.
He died in 1910, more than one
hundred years ago, but his paintings remain as fresh and immediate as
when they were first executed. They
continue to inspire other artists and art
lovers. An art critic wrote in the Art

Journal in 1877:
“He paints the life like he sees it;
he never softens a line nor modifies a
feature, nor yields for a moment to any
soft seduction of beauty. He likes the
conditions of American life, the men,
the women, the boys and girls of the
rustic by-ways of our land, and he likes
them the way they are, awkward in
dress, spare in form, tanned and freckled by the sun”.
Winslow Homer, in the later years
of his life, wrote to his brother, Charles,
something that is as true today as it was
then. “You will see in the future I will
live by my watercolors”.
As always, I would like to remind
our readers of the amazing works of
Please turn to page 36
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From the librarian...

The friendliest little library in the world
By Joy Sharp Maxwell
Mountains Branch Librarian

Each morning I grab my lunch
and coffee and head out the door for
the 30-minute drive down Hwy 9 that
delivers me to work at the Mountains
Branch Library.
My home is in
Tryon and in the
two months I’ve
been at Mountains, people inevitably ask me
about my “commute”, assuming
it is cumbersome.
Joy Sharp Maxwell
In fact, the
opposite it is
true. Catching my first glimpse of the
mountains reflected in the deep blue
of Lake Lure each morning allows me
the opportunity to be overwhelmingly grateful for the infinite beauty we
are surrounded by in the Blue Ridge
Mountains. That is particularly true
when spring arrives with all her water-

colors. The bright new green, the yellow bells, the pink and white dogwood
and redbud, the graceful weeping cherries. To be fortunate enough to experience all that on my way to the friendliest little library in the world seems like
an abundance of riches. Thank you,
Lake Lure, for making me so welcome.
Now, onto some library news! If
you have ever worked in retail, you
know how true and how necessary the
adage, “the customer is always right”.
Customer service is also the number
one priority in libraries. Wonderful
customer service increases customer
satisfaction and results in patrons who
return again and again to our libraries.
That, in turn, creates libraries which
are community hubs for information,
recreation, socialization and technolLake Lure Classical first-grader Harper
ogy.
To that end, we want our library/ Neff is holding her picture called “Loco
patron relationship to be interactive. for Cocoa”.
In order to provide excellent customer
service, we need to know that we are know how we’re doing!
Recent additions to our customserving your needs. We try to anticier
service
include making it easy for
pate that, but nothing beats a direct
you
to
place
requests and renew your
line from our customers. So let us
books and movies online. In addition
to notifying you by e-mail when your
requests arrive, you can also sign up for
text messaging for your library notifications. We’ll text you with –
• A friendly reminder three days before
your item are due
• Alerts when an item you requested
arrives
• A reminder about overdue items.
To sign up, text your full name, and
the phrase, “library text messages” to
library@rutherfordcountync.gov.

A Breezy congratulations to Mountains Branch Librarian Joy Sharp Maxwell upon
her April wedding in Florida. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis Maxwell, II, onboard the
Solaris in Miramar Beach, Florida.

We are proud to be exhibiting
some wonderful art work created by
Lake Lure Classical Academy students
and members of the Hickory Nut
Gorge Senior Outreach program. We
also exhibit work by local artists. Please

stop by and see for yourself!
Upcoming programs at the library
include a Mother’s Day Tea on Saturday, May 9th. Check our website at
www.mountainsbranchlibrary.com for
updates.
And finally, the Friends of the Library hosted their second annual Chili
Cook-Off on March 14th, with eleven
contestants vying for the title. In the
end, Tom Neff held onto his Silver
Spatula for the second year!

More about...

Homer

Continued from page 35

our local artists whose paintings, photography, sculptures, and other artistic
endeavors are on display in our local
shops, restaurants, the Mountains Library, and the new gallery on Memorial Highway near the Flowering Bridge.

What do you call a
snowman in July?
A puddle.
Which letter is the
coolest?
Iced t.
What do you call a cat
at the beach?
Sandy Claws.
What does the sun
drink out of?
Sunglasses.
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Deborah’s delights...

Moms and grads, brides and dads...egads!
By Deborah Eisenhut
Next to the holiday months, May
and June are the busiest months of the
year. Most families have at least one
wedding and or a graduation, in addition to Mother’s and Father’s Day. Just
getting the garden in and diving into
vacation plans once school is out, can
become overwhelming if the kitchen is
in overdrive entertaining guests.
With late spring and early summer
freshness abounding, plan some simple, easy dishes to carry you through
a couple months of family and friend

get-togethers.
Being able to enjoy al fresco dining is a big help
as well. Grilling
out can save heat
in the kitchen
and makes for
easy clean up.
Enjoy the
following recipes
and appreciate Deborah Eisenhut
their ease of prep
and nutritious value as well as their delicious taste:

Strawberry Avocado Salsa

1 cup roughly chopped strawberries
¼ cup chopped red onion
½ small jalapeno pepper, minced
2 T. chopped fresh cilantro
¼ cup fresh lime juice
1 medium avocado, roughly chopped
Salt and pepper to taste
Combine all ingredients in a medium bowl and toss until well mixed. Chill
well and serve with grilled fish or shrimp.

Spiked Blueberry Basil Lemonade

12 ounces rum (can substitute vanilla rum, bourbon, vodka or pisco)
1 cup of fresh blueberries
1 cup basil leaves, loosely packed
24 ounces quality lemonade (preferably homemade)
1-2 liters of chilled seltzer or club soda
Arrange a dozen ½ pint jam jars or cocktail glasses on the counter. Add 1
ounce of rum and a few blueberries and a few basil leaves to each glass and gently
muddle. Top with two ounces of lemonade and cover each jar or glass and shake.
Add ice and seltzer right before serving. Think outside the box for garnishes:
sprigs of basil, mint, rosemary, thyme or slices of lemon. Even sprigs of lavender
or nasturtium flowers.

Sweet and Tangy Slaw

1 cup mayo
2 T. brown sugar
2 T. lime juice
2 T. white vinegar
1 T. light corn syrup
¼ teaspoon each salt and pepper
2 (16 oz) packages prepared quality coleslaw mix
Whisk together first 8 ingredients in large bowl. Add coleslaw mix and toss
to coat. Cover and chill 20 minutes or until ready to serve. Even good on grilled
franks!

Why do golfers carry an extra pair of socks?
In case they get a hole in one.
How do you catch a monkey?
Climb a tree and act like a banana.
What do cows wear in Hawaii?
Moo Moo’s.
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Fishin’...

Hurry up and wait
By Michael Lewis
After I started to guide I think for
some reason a few years ago I was always in a hurry for this time of the year
to get here. It can
be a very exciting
time of the year
when the bass
start to spawn.
Since I had cancer I don’t get
into a rush and
I don’t wish time
away.
As of the
time I wrote this
Michael Lewis
article the bass
haven’t started to
spawn. They did come up shallow ear-

ly because we had some nice weather
early on but the water temp has been
a roller coaster, 55 degrees then 45
degrees two days later then back up
to 59. Sure enough we had a night in
the high 20’s then the next day was in
the low 30’s, so that ran them off the
flats and back deep.
Lucky for me the sun came out before I had my next trip because I took
a Dad and his two boys out and we
caught 22 perch, one white bass and
a huge crappie. Then the wind started
blowing for the next two weekends
in a row. You could hardly cast a lure
because the wind would blow the lure
sideways. I took three boys out and
we caught seven white bass and a nice
yellow perch trolling small spoons and
minnow lure. It’s all we could do to

keep the lines straight. They tangled
twice, but it happens.
A few days before it started to get
warm I took a group fly fishing for
their very first time. Dad and the two
boys 7 and 10 had never used a fly rod
and they did really well. Grand Dad
had been before and decided to watch
the others fish. We started on the grass
to learn a few basic casts then we hit
the water. I showed them how to check
under rocks to see what food might be
hiding, and after a short time Dad had
a nice brook trout take a woolly bugger.
We moved to another creek and I
was able to pick the boys up and put
them in the creek where they could
Please turn to page 42

James Moore with two white bass.
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Birding...

Yellow-Crowned Night-Heron
By Larry Czajkoski
As mentioned in the last issue, I
am highlighting some beautiful shore
birds and wading birds that I photographed while in Florida this past winter. This issue we stay in the Heron
Family with the beautiful and striking
Yellow-crowned Night-Heron that I
photographed at dawn on the Gulf
of Mexico beach in Sarasota County.
Large flying herons can be recognized by their curved, retracted necks
hunched back between their shoulders.
Their wings are deeply cambered, allowing them to brake and land slowly,
and avoid damaging their long delicate
legs.
The adult Yellow-crowned NightHeron has a yellowish-white crown,
black face with white cheeks; grayish

plumage, darker on back and streaked
with black; long whitish head plumes
are acquired in breeding season. Juveniles are grayish brown in color,
streaked and spotted. Full adult plumage is acquired in third year.
This bird is not abundant in North
Carolina. Your best chances of spotting it are in the eastern parts of the
state during breeding season in spring
and early summer. You actually might
be more inclined to spot a Blackcrowned Night-Heron in North Carolina, the adult which has a black crown
and back.
Night-herons are primarily waders
and mainly fish eaters. They do most of
their feeding between dusk and dawn
and these are the times you will have
your best chance at seeing them. During daylight hours a sharp eye can pick

out a stocky nightheron hunched over
the edge of a pond, a
shallow river, or in a
nearby tree. Also listen for the short harsh
woc call the herons
tend to make.

Photo by Larry Czajkoski
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Raised bed gardening
By Billie and Robert Nicholson
We have been enjoying raised
bed gardening for years and have had
great success growing a wide variety
of healthy, delicious and cost effective
fresh vegetables. We use artificial soil as
described below. This works great, so
great that everything wants
to be in the
soil, including
roots from other nearby trees,
shrubs,
etc.
Our solution
was to build a
raised square
foot
garden
so that nearby
roots are not
aware of our
Billie & Robert
rich soil. OthNicholson
er advantages
include not
stooping to tend the plants and those
with disabilities can sit in a wheelchair
to continue the pleasures of gardening.
Also when building the raised portion
of your growing bed you can adjust the
length of the legs to accommodate the
slope of your property. We can build
a few beds at our lake house and not
have our veggies tumbling into the
lake.
Our raised garden bed table was
made from pressure treated lumber and placed on cement blocks. To
keep the chemicals used to preserve
the wood frame isolated from our soil
we installed a plastic barrier, plastic
composite decking and ground cloth
before placing our plastic composite
garden kit (4’x8’) on top. We secured
the garden kit to the table with metal
braces and 3 ½ inch #10 stainless steel
screws. The finishing touch was to
place strips of ground cloth at right
angles inside the garden bed to prevent
soil from washing through the cracks

as the unit ages.
For The Growing Medium:
We buy our growing medium
from the local farm store and
get a better price.
1/3 - (4 cu foot bail) – Peat
Moss
1/3 - (4 cu foot bag) – Vermiculite
1/3 blend of the following:
– Composted cow manure
– Composted chicken manure
– Composted mushroom
Method
Start by opening the peat
moss and break it up into small
pieces in the bed. Add vermiculite and mix well. Open other
bags and mix well working out
lumps. Mix all growing medium dry. When finished mixing, water in the growing medium well (about one hour),
test bed by checking bottom
for dampness. If the bottom is
dry, water until damp. This soil
mixture has its good & bad issues. Good: Very rich mixture
& great 1st year yields with no weed
seeds. Bad: Very rich mixture so that
every root in the area wants to invade
the rich soil.
This rich bed is so delicious that
garden worms will come to live. If you
see worms in the yard pick them up
and place into your new raised bed garden to speed up the worming process.
We buy garden worms every 5 years or
so. This year we ordered 1000 worms
from Uncle Jim’s Worm Farm. They
come with homecoming instructions.
Go to http://unclejimswormfarm.com
NEVER step into your raised bed,
as this will compact the soil and impede the great things to come. Reach
in from either side to do your gardening work.
You are now ready to plant. Re-

member that this method of growing
will yield bigger plants than you are
used to seeing, so be careful to not
plant your new seedlings too close together. More information is found at
http://www.squarefootgardening.com
When using heirloom or non
GMO seeds, the gardener must know
how to reserve a portion of the years
crop for seeds used in planting next
season. Some vegetables do not produce seed in the first season and you
will have to wait till the second year for
them to go to seed. In most cases it is
not a difficult task. We have successfully saved seeds from year to year this
way. A seed exchange is another way to
accomplish this. You can find several
good exchanges on line. Go to http://
www.seedsavers.org Some areas of the
country have local seed savers clubs.

Also by exchanging seeds with other
gardeners you spread the gene pool
and have a better, healthier garden.
Another wide ranging source of seeds
is http://www.seedrack.com
We obtain some of our growing
stock from the offerings at the grocery store. We buy Butternut Squash,
eat the squash and dry the seeds for
planting. We also have planted garlic
and potatoes from this source. Just be
sure that your store bought veggies are
NOT GMO.
All photo illustrations are by the authors.
Billie and Robert Nicholson, authors, historians
and master photographers, welcome your questions or comments. They can be reached at BillieandRobert@gmail.com.
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BRS Landscaping & Stone, Inc.

Visit our Stone Yard for
the BEST Selection!
• Natural Veneer
• FREE mulch delivery
• Natural River Stone
• Flag Stone
• Boulders
• Grading
• Retaining walls
• Water features
• Stone patios
• Walkways

brslandscaping.com

Fully Insured And Bonded
brslandscaping@bellsouth.net
5066 US Hwy. 64, Rutherfordton, NC 28139

(828) 287-9309
FAX (828)-287-8712
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Lumpkin is Volunteer of the Month
Lake Lure Flowering Bridge's Volunteer of the month is Lee Armstrong
Lumpkin. Lee is one of those people
who has a smile every time you see her.
She could be bending over weeding or
planting at the bridge, or concentrating on the computer she uses to weave
her word magic. Her sweetness is infectious, making you want to just pull
up a chair and visit. We at the Flowering Bridge have been very fortunate
that she shares her time and talent with
us (not to mention her very talented
husband and photographer!). In a very
quiet and understated way, Lee has
helped to make the Flowering Bridge
come into many households and publications. Thank you, Lee, for your
dedication, time, intelligence and talent!
Lee’s story: I love gardens, but have
very limited gardening skills. I grew up
with the scent of my mother’s gardenias at our doorstep and the tastes from
my father’s vegetable garden gracing
our supper table. Sadly, I didn’t inherit
their green thumbs. Now I find myself
in the company of the wonderful gardeners who have brought the vision of
a blooming bridge to life.
Born in Atlanta, I was raised in
other Southern places where my father
was assigned in his work with the US
Postal Service. We returned to Atlanta
when I entered high school. That’s
where a love of writing took hold and
I knew I wanted to go to journalism
school. After some fits and starts, I
graduated from Georgia State University and began a 39-year career in
editorial and television work, ending
as a VP/General Manager for TV stations in Charlotte. I am blessed with a
great partner, my husband Mike, and a
wonderful son, Michael, whose talented wife, Heather, designed the LLFB
logo.
Mike and I were looking for a
vacation home in the mountains in
2003 and saw a sign for Lake Lure on

Highway 74. We
followed NC 9
until we saw the
lake stretched
out before us and
fell in love with
it. We found our
home off Boys
Camp Road and
spent at least
Lee Armstrong
two weekends a
Lumpkin
month here until we retired in
2007. Now we
pop back and forth between the lake
and Charlotte regularly when we’re not
traveling elsewhere.
When we heard about the idea
of turning a bridge into a garden, we
were charmed by the concept and
were hooked at the first meeting. Since
then we’ve volunteered to dig a little,
carry some rocks, and put the monthly
newsletter together. Mike has taken
hundreds of pictures and spread the
word on our website and Facebook. I
tell anyone whose ear I can bend that
this is the best community project I’ve
ever seen. My respect for the accomplishments of our volunteers is immense and my joy in the friends we’ve

More about...

Fishin'

Continued from page 38

cast to some trout that we could see.
After a few tries the boys were catching trout like pros. The smiles on their
faces were priceless. Dad had a lot of
fun, too, but I think Grand Dad had
more fun watching those boys catch
fish then they did catching them.
Want to go fishin’? Contact Michael Lewis at
1-828-223-0269 LewisNoClark Expeditions
www.lewisnoclark.com.

Our gardens are a great place to meet the nicest people while getting great exercise
and enjoying the satisfaction of digging in the earth and creating beauty. Thanks to
Nancy, Kathy, Hayward, Susie, Danny, Alice, Lee, Aileen and Patrick for a good day’s
work, fun and laughter. Photo by Mike Lumpkin

made deepens day by day. This is more
than a bridge and more than a garden;
it is a living definition of community.
The writer Clare Ansberry said it well:
“Gardens and flowers have a way of
bringing people together, drawing

them from their homes.” (From The
Women of Troy Hill)
(From the Flowering Bridge monthly newsletter
of which The Mountain Breeze receives as a charter member of that organization.)

Mother's Dictionary of Meanings
Dumbwaiter: One who asks if the kids would care to order dessert.
Feedback: The inevitable result when the baby doesn't appreciate the
strained carrots.
Grandparents: The people who think your children are wonderful even
though they're sure you're not raising them right.
Hearsay: What toddlers do when anyone mutters a dirty word.
Independent: How we want our children to be for as long as they do
everything we say.
Two-Minute Warning: When the baby's face turns red and she begins to make those familiar-grunting noises.
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Wine and vine...

Rosé: the best of both worlds
By Justin Taylor
One of the most misunderstood
wine styles on the market today represents a starting point for many consumers in the wide world of wines.
The names Boones Farm, White Zinfandel, Lancers and Mateus are often
the first association we have with blush
or rosé. However, in France, Spain,
Austria, and even parts of Italy, rosé
has little or no residual sugar, expresses
very little tannins, bright acidity, and
soft fruit aromas and flavors.
This versatile wine style has been
produced from many combinations
of grapes around the world, but they
have the same concept at heart: subtle
extraction of red pigments into juice

Justin Taylor

before fermentation. There are multiple ways to achieve this end goal for
producing rosé. For example, at Burntshirt Vineyards we press separate lots
of red grapes just as we do our whites,
yielding the soft pink juice we desire
for our rosé. A more traditional ap-

Point of View
Reservations
Suggested

proach is to saignée, or bleed off some Oregon Pinot Noir rosé. These wines
portion of juice from a red fermenta- can show such delicacy coming from
tion before high color extraction.
this varietal but the bright finish and
tart, fresh flavor make these wines
When you are ready to take the perfect for the beach or picnic basket.
adventure of comparing and contrast- Seize the chance and savor the wine as
ing global interpretations of rosé, there well as the scenery no matter where
are certain regions that set a base foun- your travels take you this summer.
dation. The appellation of Tavel in the
Southern Rhone is the most iconic reThe answer to the most recent
gion to sample the depth of rosé. In Wine and Vine trivia is Greece. In
the early 1900’s, winemakers decided some wine regions of Greece, the basthey would become world class at ket structure helps protect the vine and
producing only rosé. These wines are fruit from very strong wind, creating
Grenache based and will compare very quite a unique appearance.
well with wines from Côte de Provence
and Bandol, also known for their rosé.
Trivia for next issue: What does
Those looking to try something really the abbreviation “AVA” mean in the
on the unique side should consider an wine market of the United States?

Open 7 days a week
Lunch and Dinner
11 am - 9 pm
Enjoy outside Seating!

Call

625-4380
A Dining Experience!
Jeff & Susan Benson, New Owners
Fresh New Look, Fresh New Menu

Keep up with Lake Lure while away SUBSCRIBE to The

Mountain Breeze!

7 issues mailed to your home or business for $35/year.
Send your mailing info and check to:

The Mountain Breeze, PO Box 531, Lake Lure, NC 28746

828-654-9598 • email: breezeads@aol.com
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to find:
• A complete listing of
articles from our
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• How to advertise in the
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This is how we define success.
Coach Mark Brown
Knee Surgery Patient

Cancer Program

As a former tennis coach, Mark Brown was familiar with the

Family Care and Pediatrics

physicians at Rutherford Orthopaedics. So when he suffered a torn

General Surgery

meniscus, he knew he would have it replaced by Dr. Charles Bond.

Home Care

“The surgeons are so knowledgeable and good at what they do,
and they always put the interest of the patient first,” Mark says.
The outpatient procedure went smoothly, Mark says, and he’ll be
back to the tennis court in no time. “Choosing them for my care
was a no-brainer.”
Rutherford Orthopaedics offers a full range of care, from foot
and ankle care and joint replacement surgery to sports medicine
and rehabilitation.

To learn more, visit MyRutherfordRegional.com/Orthopaedics.

Imaging
Orthopaedics
Rehabilitation
Women’s Services/Birth Place
Wound Care
Urology
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Diggin' up family roots...

Great-Uncle George's ships
By Bill Miller
It seems like a lot of people have
a favorite uncle and Great Granduncle George Claghorn, at age 267,
is still one of my
favorites. From
the time he was
a young man
he walked with
a bad limp as a
result of being
shot in the knee
in the infamous
Battle of Bunker
Hill in Boston
Bill Miller
at the start of the
war for independence. Yet he continued to fight the
good fight. DAR (Daughters of the
American Revolution) records show
that he served as lieutenant in 1776, as
a captain in 1779, as a major in 1780
and, finally, as a Colonel in the Massachusetts Militia. He helped to win our
independence from England, but the
rest of his story is even more interesting.
During and after the war he
worked to become a Naval Constructor and master shipwright. He moved
his family to New Bedford, MA, the
whaling center, opened up Uncle
George’s Ship Shape Ship Shop and
successfully built ships in the 1790s
and early 1800s. Two of his ships became famous. He built a 175 ton
whaler named “Rebecca,” which was
the first ship built in New Bedford and
the first whaler to double treacherous
Cape Horn. It sailed from New Bedford on Sept. 28, 1791 to Chili and returned with a load of sperm whale oil
on February 22, 1793.
In 1794 Col. Claghorn moved
his family to Boston to build his most
famous ship, the USS Constitution,

George Claghorn Monument, New
Bedford, MA. Plaque on the top reads:
“Near this site was located the shipyard
of Colonel George Claghorn builder of
the U.S. Frigate Constitution and ship
Rebecca the first whaler to double Cape
Horn. His service in the War of the Revolution covered a period of five years as
first lieutenant-captain-major." Placed
by New Bedford Chapter Daughters of
the American Revolution, 1930.

USS Constitution,
Boston, 2013

financially ruined
by a wayward son
and died poor and
from cancer, a sad
ending for a great
patriot and remarkable shipbuilder.
which still sits in Boston Harbor. It In 1936 the DAR
took him three years to build “Old dedicated a ClagIronsides,” the US Navy’s oldest com- horn/USS Constimissioned warship. The US Navy “Fact tution Memorial
File” on the Constitution described it at Waterfront Park
as a “wooden hull, three-masted frig- in New Bedford,
ate,” one of six such frigates authorized MA.
to form the US Navy for use against
George Claghorn was fun to meet
the Barbary Pirates. It was launched
October 21, 1797 and it is still sailing, in his old age. We were very proud in
Boston last year to walk the decks that
at least once each year.
George built, see the US Flag raised
Col. Claghorn became a wealthy over them again and marvel at Greatman for his times (early 1800s), worth Uncle George’s amazing 218 year old
about $30,000. Unfortunately, he was creation – “Old Ironsides.”

While you are digging up family
roots don’t forget to meet your uncles,
aunts and cousins. Some of them have
great stories to tell. Then come and
share your stories and hear others at
the Lake Lure Genealogy Club meeting the second Tuesday of each month
at Mountains Branch Library at 3:00
pm.
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Hospice pays it forward
By Randy Snyder
The most inspiring aspect for me
personally, aside from my joy of writing, has been investigating all the inspiring stories relative to the ‘Paying
it Forward’ theme I have been using
as my feature.
My
contacts
and
reference
persons for this
article
were
Heidi
Owens
from the marketing department of Hospice
in Rutherford
County
and
Jeanette Moran
Randy Snyder
who works in the
Lake Lure office
of Hospice, and
has been volunteering for 13 years for
the local office.
The county Hospice organization
has several noteworthy distinctions. It
is consistently among the top ten organizations most utilized in the state, and
provides care for over 50% of those
nearing the end of life in the county.
Last, but not least, it is one of the top
three providers of crisis care within the
state Hospice network.
The county team had over 100
volunteers in 2014 providing an amazing 25,240 hours, driving 85,050 to
care for the 789 patients providing the
support necessary to fulfill the mission of Hospice. The volunteer staff
bringing “life to its fullest” has traditional volunteers in addition to massage therapists, musicians, beauticians,
pet therapists, and many others. Also,
both resale shops are staffed by volunteers performing duties needed to operate the facilities.
I took some time and surfed the
Hospice website, hospiceofrutherford.
org, and the information was comprehensive and interesting. Here is a recap

of information found on the website:
The Hospice House is referred to as “a
home away from home.” The house
located in Forest City is configured
to administer the utmost in palliative
care for the elderly, children and even
pets dealing with the pain of extensive
surgery, illness or terminally ill patients
and their families. I am amazed at the
serenity and contemporary appointments of the building and charming
campus-like property.
The Hospice House of Rutherford
was established in 2004 and is staffed
24 hours a day. Three meals a day are
prepared and served to in-house patients and/or families. It is, indeed, a
place to unwind during difficult and
stressful times.
Camp Erin is an overnight camp
for children from 6 to 17 who have experienced the death of someone close,
and is a state facility available to those
children free of charge.
The Rainbows is a four week support group for children 5 to 13 who
have lost a significant person in their
lives. The counseling is provided in
school on a quarterly basis.
Hope, appropriately named is an
adult grief session for adults who have
lost a loved one with sessions offered at
the Hospice House or the Presbyterian
Church in McDowell.
Hospice Care can be administered
in home as required for terminally ill
patients and can be for an extended
time. Care is available to anyone statewide in Hospice facilities no matter
where they live in North Carolina.
Additionally care can be practiced
in hospitals for patients needing the
same.
Community Services include an
array of resources for those in need.
The services include advance care planning, planning for future needs, workshops, a help line, a speaker’s bureau
and a support framework for caregivers!

In closing, as you can only imagine, volunteers are perpetually needed,
and without volunteers, Hospice could
not thrive and fulfill its vast mission.
Depending on the niche being fulfilled, specific training is available.
Times for volunteers to serve are based
on their availability and are flexible.
Volunteers can include special friends
that my occasionally visit a patient or
run an errand along with all the diverse
needs that Hospice has.

Please visit their website. Simply
click on the volunteer section in the
heading and the information is there.
Finally, I would like to include
Heidi Owen’s quote “As we have said
for over 33 years, the volunteer is 'the
heart of Hospice,' and the organization is constantly in need of more to
expand the mission of caring for as
many people as possible as soon as they
need assistance!”

FD Roosevelt stayed at The Esmeralda Inn in 1939. Due to having no handicap
parking they just drove him to the front door up the stairs. This photo, hanging in
The Esmeralda Inn, was donated by Joanne Okpych. Don and Kim Cason are the
Innkeepers at The Esmeralda.
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From the pastor’s desk...

We can learn a lot from geese
By Rev. Everette Chapman
I saw a cartoon some time ago, in
which one youngster was saying to the
other, “It must
be getting to be
cold weather; the
geezers are flying
south.”
“You mean
geese,
don’t
you?” replied his
friend.
“Oh, yeah,
them too,” came
the rejoinder.
I am remind- Everette Chapman
ed of that conversation a couple of
seasons each year, as the Canada Geese

make their way south as the weather
cools and make the return trip in the
spring. I think of geese more recently
by virtue of watching a mating couple
that has taken up residence on and
around the little pond between our
screened-in porch and the fifteenth
green on Links O’ Tryon Golf Course,
adjacent to which we live. I am told
that geese mate for life, and we can
learn from their loyalty. There are other lessons we can learn from geese also.
Over 25 years ago I first read the following facts about geese, from which
facts we can learn much.

ing range than if each was flying solo.
• Lesson: People who share a common
direction and sense of community can
get where they are headed more easily
and quickly, since they are buoyed up
by the thrust and encouragement of
others.

• Fact: Whenever a goose falls out of
formation, it suddenly feels the drag
and resistance of trying to go it alone
and quickly returns to the group to
take advantage of the lifting power of
the bird immediately in front of it.
• Lesson: If we have as much sense as a
goose, we will stay in relationship with
• Fact: As each goose flaps its wings, it those who are headed where we want
creates an uplift for the bird following to go, and we will be willing to accept
after it. By flying in a “V” formation, their help and to give help to others.
the entire flock adds 71% greater fly• Fact: Whenever the lead goose gets
tired, he rotates back into formation
and another goose flies at the point
position.
• Lesson: It pays to take turns doing
the hard task and sharing the leaderThe Foothills Most Recommended
ship. Human leaders, like those in the
Carpet Cleaning Company for over Twenty Years!
on
animal kingdom, get tired too, and
Carpet-Upholstery - Floor Tile & Oriental Rug Cleaning Specialist
need to rely on others.

The Most Thorough
Cleaning Ever or It’s FREE!

10% off
oriental
rugs

• Lesson: We need to make sure our
honking from behind is encouraging
and not discouraging. In groups where
there is great encouragement, the production is far greater. The power of
encouragement is the kind of honking
each of us needs to hear. As the saying
goes, “One ‘Attaboy’ cancels out ‘You
idiot’ a thousand times.
• Fact: When a goose gets sick or
wounded or shot down, two other
geese drop out of formation and follow
it down to help and protect it. They
stay with it until it is able to fly again.
Then they launch out on their own to
create another formation, or they catch
up with the group they had left.
• Lesson: If we are as intelligent as
geese, we will stand by each other in
difficult times as well as in times when
we are all strong.

Just to think, we refer to them as
“Silly geese.” Yeah, right! They have
many things to teach us, don’t they?
Stay close to others. Take turns carrying the heavier load of responsibility.
Honk out words of encouragement.
Take care of each other in bad times.
• Fact: The geese in the formation Geese have much to teach us. We have
honk from behind to encourage those much to learn.
in front of them to keep up their speed.
Shalom.

Tell them you saw it in The
ialist
Oriental Rug Spec

Breeze!

Please support all of our hardworking
Mountain Breeze advertisers.
828-654-9598 • email: breezeads@aol.com

Serving Lake Lure, Tryon, Columbus and Landrum
www.acsfoothills.com
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To those heroes of pet adoption
By Joselyn Watkins
To have a pet or to not have a pet?
That is the question. Many a person has
asked this question when seeing those
cute little critters advertised in the local paper or on
the television as
needing a good
home. Personally, our family
has succumbed
to the ads and
had many enjoyable pets. We
have gone so far
as having horses,
cows, sheep, a
goat, chickens, Joselyn Watkins
rabbits,
hamsters, have raised
Scotch Collies and Siamese cats and at
one time even had a pet crow. Ducks
were hatched from twelve eggs, but
only one was viable and her name was
Samantha.
Recently, Dr. Carl Nelson shared
with this author a letter shared with
him by his and his wife Saundra’s newly adopted dog Marley. The Nelson’s
met Marley when custodial parent
Diane Barrett was on a neighborhood
walk with Marley then called Blondie.
Marley is a yellow Labrador with wonderful dark soulful eyes and a wonderful personality. She already has won
the hearts of the Nelsons and many
others in the community.
Marley’s letter was written to her
former adoptive parents Bruce and
Diane Barrett. “Hello everyone, It’s
Blondie here, I’m well, things are cool
in my new place, but what is “dogfood”? You know I’m a chicken-beef
girl. My baths have changed too. The
new people (the Nelsons) are backyard
amateurs. Soap got up my nose and
the towels are rough.
Never liked the harness you
bought me so I ate the strap and the

darned thing fell right off. I’m almost
done eating the new one too.
I was finally let out on my own
to run the neighborhood for the first
time. They seemed surprised when I
came back without the gate guard and
in the back of a truck
These people like toys, so I play
with him and the toys on the floor
to make them happy. Got my own
bed now. It’s a pillow-top doggy-sized
queen size no less.
Just got back from Georgia where
I caused some excitement trying to
get along with their other dog named
Buddy. He’s impossible.(He lives with
their son Chris in Georgia). My punishment was exile to the fenced in back
yard. I ran like crazy, dug a few holes
and barked. If you bark a lot for no
reason, they have to let you in, so I did.
Couldn’t get use to all the paw cleaning
with towels. What’s with that?
What does “down” mean again?
They keep yelling that and I think I
know what they’re getting at, but I play
dumb.
We’re back in the mountains now
and had a night encounter with a possum. I guess he’ll know who is king
around here. I’m training my new parents well and I let them sleep in the
same bedroom with me and my queen
sized bed. God is good! Say hello to all
your animals for me---I never really
liked them you know.”
“Sincerely,
Your foster daughter Marley”
“P. S. You’re not supposed to call me
Blondie anymore. I’m renamed after a
famous movie star now and I’m called
Marley after a revered and almost perfect dog.”
To all of you reading this and
missing the companionship of a pet
on a cold wintry night, just think what
enjoyment that pet might bring you.

Your investment is small when you tion for your “Bucket List”.
consider the rewards of having such a
Thank you to the Nelson’s for
relationship. Many homes are needed. sharing Marley’s letter and for being
Perhaps you could consider pet adop- “Pet Heroes”.

Be Careful Out There!

One hot summer day, a man is filling up his black pickup truck
at the local gas station. He isn't very careful, and he gets gasoline all
over his jacket's left sleeve. He ignores it, and leaves the station after
paying for the gas.
As he's driving down the highway, the heat of the sun on his
truck's black paint is enough to ignite his jacket sleeve. He drives
faster, waving his arm out the window in an attempt to extinguish
the flames, but they burn hotter!
As he speeds down the highway, a state trooper sees the situation
and pulls him over. He jerks the man out of the truck and rolls him
on the ground until the fire is extinguished. As the man dusts himself and thanks his rescuer, he sees the officer is writing him a summons!
Confused, he asks, "You're writing me a ticket!? What for?"
The officer replies, "Possession of an illegal fire arm."
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Call us before
you’re too warm!

Call now for your Spring
Preventative Maintenance

For all your residential and commercial needs!
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699-2180

Fix It
or
Replace It

Licensed and Insured
Dependable/Reliable
20 Years Construction
Experience
Serving Lake Lure and
Surrounding areas

Electrical Fixtures
Plumbing Fixtures
Carpentry
Drywall
Painting
Flooring
ON. AVERAGE. YOUR. FAMILY.
Ceramic
Tile MORE. THAN.
MAKES.
and More...

FREE ESTIMATES!

The House Doctor
HELP YOU MAKE
40,000. Handyman WE’LL
EVERY STOP COUNT.
STOPS.
EVERY.
Spindale Tire
YEAR.

See us today for the innovative new MICHELIN® Premier® A/S tire. Even when worn,
it still stops shorter on wet roads than leading competitors' brand-new tires.*

$75

ON. AVERAGE. YOUR. FAMILY.
MAKES. MORE. THAN.

Rutherford Heating & Air, Inc.
737 E. Main Street, Spindale, NC 28160

445 W Main St Spindale

(828) 286-3626

WE’LL HELP YOU MAKE
40,000.
EVERY STOP COUNT.
STOPS.
EVERY.
Spindale Tire
HIBERNATION
IS FORSpindale Tire
YEAR.
Spindale Tire NOT SPORTS CARS.
BEARS
(828) 286-3626 (828) 286-3626
Hours of Operation 8:00 a.m. – 5:30p.m. Weekdays 8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

See us today for the innovative new MICHELIN® Premier® A/S tire. Even when worn,
it still stops shorter on wet roads than leading competitors' brand-new tires.*

Spring is almost here! We offer a preventative maintenance clean & check
by experienced technicians that can help your system perform at its best
and help its longevity and safe operations. We schedule our maintenance on
first come first serve basis. To schedule your appointment and get more
information, please call 828-287-2240. Monday - Friday 8AM to 4PM

$10 OFF
expires: 7/1/15

Coupon for
Spring service

Source: 2009 National Household Travel Survey — U.S. DOT/FHWA.
* Based on internal wet braking test results from 40 and 50 MPH versus Goodyear® Assurance® TripleTred™ A/S tires in sizes
235/55R17(99H) and P215/60R16(94V), Bridgestone® Turanza™ Serenity Plus in size 215/60R16(95V); using MICHELIN® Premier® A/S
tires in sizes 235/55R17(99H) and 215/60R16(95V) buffed to 5/32"of tread. Actual on-road results may vary.
Copyright © 2014 Michelin North America, Inc. All rights reserved.

Bringing multiple performances together with innovative technologie
to deliver the total performance all drivers need — that’s MICHELIN®
Total Performance™. Learn more at michelinman.com/premier.

seasons
ofmobility
driving
Enjoy four seasons of driving thrillsEnjoy
with coldfour
weather
and snow
for true all-season
performance and more dry grip thanthrills
competitive
with max
coldperformance
weather summer
and tires.*
Hours of operation
snow mobility for true all-season
Spindaleperformance
Tire
and more dry
8:00 am - 5:30 pm Weekdays
445 W Main St Spindale
W Main St., Spindale.
8:00445
am
- 1:00 pm Saturday grip than competitive max
Mon - Sat 8:00 am to 5:30 pm performance summer tires*

445 W Main St Spindale

M-F 8:00 AM-5:30 PM
Sat 8:00 AM-5:30 PM

Hours of Operation 8:00 a.m. – 5:30p.m. Weekdays 8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

EXTEND THE SUMMER DRIVING SEASON WITH
THE ALL-NEW MICHELIN® PILOT® SPORT A/S 3 TIRE.
Source: 2009 National Household Travel Survey — U.S. DOT/FHWA.
* Based on internal wet braking test results from 40 and 50 MPH versus Goodyear® Assurance® TripleTred™ A/S tires in sizes
235/55R17(99H) and P215/60R16(94V), Bridgestone® Turanza™ Serenity Plus in size 215/60R16(95V); using MICHELIN® Premier® A/S
tires in sizes 235/55R17(99H) and 215/60R16(95V) buffed to 5/32"of tread. Actual on-road results may vary.
Copyright © 2014 Michelin North America, Inc. All rights reserved.

Bringing multiple performances together with innovative technologie
to deliver the total performance all drivers need — that’s MICHELIN®
Total Performance™. Learn more at michelinman.com/premier.

Boat Sales & Service
Call Today -- 828-286-2290
291 Oakland Road
Spindale, NC 28160
Enjoy four seasons of driving thrills with cold weather and snow mobility for true all-season
performance and more dry grip than competitive max performance summer tires.*
*Based on internal dry autocross testing versus the Continental ExtremeContact DW and Pirelli
P ZERO NERO tire size 225/45ZR17.
®

™

®

™

Copyright © 2013 Michelin North America, Inc. All rights reserved.

Offering Certified Service, Storage,
Winterization, Pick-Up & Delivery
to Lake Lure.
Formerly...

Spindale Tire
445 W Main St Spindale

America’s choice in floor fashions since 1958

Hours 8:00-5:30 Weekdays & 8:00-5:30 Saturday

Paint - Carpet - Plantation Shutters
anglerschoicemarine.com (828) 286-3626
Ceramic Tile and Hardwood Flooring
206 Commercial Street • Forest City, NC 28043
(828) 245-8801 • 1-800-260-8801 • Fax (828) 245-4637
Mobile (828) 429-0764 • e-mail: robbinspandc@bellsouth.net
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Protect your skin this summer and beyond
Despite the warnings about the
aging effects the sun can have on your
skin, only five percent of Americans
apply sunscreen to their body daily, according to a recent survey conducted
using GfK’s Knowledge Panel. While
experts say that using sunscreen should
be a year-round habit, during the active, outdoor days of summer, it’s even
more critical.
“Make this the year that you adopt
a healthy summer sun care routine for
your skin, particularly if you spend
long periods of time in the sun,” encourages Dr. Richard C. Kirkpatrick of
the Brevard Skin and Cancer Center.
Kirkpatrick offers several skin-protecting tips for sun lovers:
Everyday Protection
The midday hours are the most
hazardous for UV exposure, according to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, which recommends
staying in the shade when possible and
using sunscreen with an SPF of 15 or
higher.
For everyday sunscreen options for
your face, look for hypoallergenic formulas that won’t clog pores. NO-AD’s
new Oil-Free Face SPF 30 sunscreen
is ultra-light, dermatologist tested and
recommended by the Skin Cancer
Foundation for daily use. It contains
watermelon extract to help protect
against skin cell DNA damage caused
by UV light. And best of all, it offers
twice the quantity as other national
brands at lower cost. For a convenient
on-the-go option, consider a wideformat stick, such as NO-AD’s new
Sport Body & Face Stick, which goes
on smoothly with no mess, is geared
toward sensitive skin, and offers broadspectrum SPF 50 sun protection.
Outdoor and Water Enthusiasts
Runners, hikers, swimmers and
other outdoor athletes should bear in
mind that conventional sunscreens
may wash off after water sports or a

vigorous workout.
For those who spend long hours in
the water, consider new BullFrog Surf
Formula Gel, an alcohol-free, preservative-free, fragrance-free and hypoallergenic sunscreen that allows for frequent
reapplication without irritation. It includes a water-resistant agent extracted
from pine rosin, a naturally renewable
source, and provides broad-spectrum
SPF 36 protection. BullFrog’s new
Quik Stik SPF 50 is a convenient clear
zinc mineral sunscreen, which applies
quickly with no sticky, white residue.
Self-Tanners
To get the sun-kissed look, you
don’t actually need to spend long hours
in the sun. Consider a self-tanner, like
Ocean Potion EverGlow Xtreme SelfTanning Lotion, which delivers subtle
color within hours and a rich tan in
only three days instead of the usual seven. This moisturizing lotion works on
all skin tones, and contains vitamins A,

More about...

SpringGo
Continued from page 10

day’s festivities will begin with a Pancake Breakfast at the Firehouse that
will run from 7 till 10am. Here you’ll
be able to fill up on pancakes, bacon or
sausage and all the coffee, tea or juice
that you can drink. The SpringGo parade will follow at 10:30am lead by
Jasmine and Buffy, the llama girls from
Will-Llama Farm in Mill Spring, NC.
They’ll be the usual participants in the
line-up, firetrucks, and the politicians
and, of course, Little Miss and Little
Mr. SpringGo. The parade will follow
the road from the Riverside Park to
the Gathering Place where picnic fare
will be available and the Kollard Kings
from Charlotte will make your “toes
tap and your ears smile” with their
old-time string band music. Jasmine

Image courtesy of marcolm at FreeDigitalPhotos.net

C and E to promote skin health and a
youthful appearance. Unlike unpleasant smelling self-tanners, this one has a
fresh mango-lime fragrance.
For more sun care tips, visit no-ad.
com, oceanpotion.com, or bullfrogsunscreen.com.

Remember, exposure to the sun
causes skin to suffer from premature
aging. By protecting your skin this
summer and beyond, you can slow this
effect.

and Buffy will be there for photos, too.
They might even pose for a selfie with
you!
Entries in the SpringGo Recycled
Garden Art Contest will be moved
up to the Gathering Place for display.
Look for them in the Village beforehand and vote for your favorite. Just
after 2pm, the Contest participant’s
works of art will be judged and winners will be announced. The entries
will then be auctioned to the highest
bidders. Proceeds from the auction
will benefit the beautification of the
Village and its special events.
That was the close of SpringGo until now. The planning committee
was looking for something special to
add to this year’s event. When Steve
Gale, president of the CDA, heard
the Symphony of Rutherford County
perform at the Foundation at ICC
this winter, he had an idea. How neat

would it be if the Symphony could
come and perform at the Gathering
Place with Chimney Rock Mountain
as the backdrop? Karen Johnson, the
administrative assistant for Chimney
Rock State Park, is the first chair cellist for the Symphony, and agreed to
ask the board. It’s a rare occasion for
the Symphony to perform outdoors,
but they agreed. Switch gears. Don
your finery and pack your tablecloth.
The Symphony of Rutherford County
is bringing their spring performance
to the Gorge. We’re going to enjoy
some favorite pop selections, too. Dinner will be available at the Gathering
Place from 5:30 -7pm. The Symphony
will present their program from 6:307:45pm. Our community and guests
to the area are in for a real treat this
SpringGo!

StatePoint of North Carolina

Submitted by Mary Jaeger-Gale
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What is Rumbling Bald Resort?
By Bill Ashman
Resort Resident

Editor’s note: The Mountain Breeze
found its beginnings 28 years ago as a
newsletter for what is now Rumbling
Bald Resort. We celebrate how far both
have come serving our greater Lake Lure
community and the western North Carolina region.
I want to begin by stating what a
privilege it is to live and work in a town
whose natural beauty is enhanced by
a thriving business community, and
a spirit of collaboration and cooperation. It has been my pleasure to serve
as a member of boards and committees,
where I have experienced this truth
first hand. I have also experienced a
lack of understanding, or at least a lot
of confusion, concerning Rumbling
Bald Resort (RBR), its governance, operations, and management. With this
in mind, I would like to provide the
following information concerning the
Resort.
What is Rumbling Bald Resort?
RBR operates as a Property Owners Association (POA). Membership
in the POA is required of all property
owners within the purview of the Resort. The POA consists of approximately 1200 property owners who
own homes, condos, timeshares and/
or vacant lots. Our permanent residents number around 500. Members
of the POA elect a Board of Directors
who are responsible for the governance
of the Resort including management
of Resort-provided services and amenities, maintenance, infrastructure, capital improvements, etc.
What is the financial structure of
Rumbling Bald Resort?
Rumbling Bald Resort’s business
unit has a NOT FOR PROFIT classification and consists of the golf operation, lodging operation, food and

beverage operation and the spa/beach
operation. One hundred percent of all
revenue, less payroll, taxes, etc. is used
to maintain/improve the Resort’s infrastructure and amenities.
Although our homeowners pay
dues and various fees (monthly, quarterly or yearly) amounting to approximately three and one half million
dollars a year, all money is used to
maintain our infrastructure, which includes 44 miles of roads in Lake Lure.
In addition, many of our homeowners
and members volunteer their time and
efforts at the Fairfield Mountain Volunteer Fire Department.
What amenities, etc are located at
the Resort?
Rumbling Bald Resort’s (RBR)
operation/amenities consists of: two
eighteen hole golf courses, two golf pro
shops, two restaurants, one with conference and breakout meeting rooms,
two rental condos, a wellness center
which consists of one indoor pool, two
outdoor pools, lazy river, four tennis
courts, 2 pickleball courts, one basketball court, one 18 hole miniature golf
course, life size board games, croquet
court, exercise facilities, computer
room, salon, massage rooms and a
marina with a cabana. The beach area
is home to 125 rental boat slips, five
commercial boat slips and four slips
that are used by visitors to our Resort.
We own two tour boats, three rental
pontoon boats, and approximately 15
non-motorized boats which are available for rent. Bald Mountain Lake
is a smaller lake that our owners and
guests use for fishing and non-motorized boating. About 10 non-motorized
boats are used at Bald Mountain Lake
by our homeowners and guests.
Other important facts:
• At peak season we employ in excess
of 220 employees of which 55 are full
time employees, and most of whom
live in Rutherford County/Lake Lure.

• Our homeowners and business units
employ local businesses in industries
including heating and air, landscaping, painting, home repair, boat repair,
builders, advertising companies, etc. in
support of our community.
• Our homeowners and visitors spend
significant dollars annually in local
restaurants, grocery stores, home improvement stores, novelty stores, etc.
in support of our community.
• Our business units partner with local
businesses such as Lake Lure Adventure Company, Canopy Ridge Farm,
Cedar Creek Stables, Larkin’s, Chimney Rock State Park, etc. in an effort
to promote our community and grow
revenue.
• About seventy-five percent of our
owners are retired and live on fixed incomes.
• A significant number of our residents

volunteer their time at local churches,
libraries, charitable groups, Lake Lure
Town Committees, Chambers, etc. in
support of our community.
• Rumbling Bald Resort property
owners pay over thirty percent of the
real estate taxes collected in our county.
Rumbling Bald Resort, its homeowners, governing bodies, management,
employees and guests believe in supporting our community in many
ways. The partnerships we have created and continue to develop exist to
further strengthen the bond among
businesses and members of our community. We are deeply vested in the
long-term growth and economic vitality of the town of Lake Lure and hope
to, among many reasons, share our
deep affection of this remarkable area
with others.

Lake Lure pre-dam bottom land excavation. From the Lake Lure archives
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Pool Supplies Unlimited
125 East US Hwy. 74 Bus., Ellenboro, NC 28040

Ph: 828 453-8081 • Fax: 828-453-9888
poolsuppliesunli@bellsouth.net

828-200-5908
www.lakeluremarine.com

Office Hours:

Certified Technician

M-F 9am-5pm, Sat. 9am-2pm

• Servicing All Brands
Offering

Dockside Boat Repair

$50 Off

Towable Inflatables,
Call for Details

Open All Year

• Dockside Service
Available

Pool Chemicals
We Sell

• Haul Outs & Storage
• Consignments

• Factory Recommended
Maintenance

• Marine Parts &
Accessories,
Watersports & Towables

han
More than
ble!

Hot Tubs on Hand
Coleman Hot Tubs
Garden Leisure Tubs
Strong Hot Tubs
Cal Spas Tubs
Shorline Tubs

• PPG Sustain
• Regal
• Pool Life

• Leisure Time
• Sea Klear
• Free Water Analysis
• Above / Inground Pools
• Replacement Liners
• Pumps
• Filters

ust cable!
®

®

®

REC

24 Mbps
OUR FASTEST
INTERNET

56

$
Reliable. Local. Broadband.

• Motors
• Toys
• Floats
• Goggles
• Hot Tub Covers

96
per month
for 1 yr.*

Call 1 (888) NORTHLAND | Visit getnorthland.com/more
*Limited time offer. 24 Mbps Internet for $56.96 per mo. for 12 mos. No term commitment. Stated speeds are maximums. Northland manages network bandwidth. Internet usage in excess of limits may result in an excess data transfer fee. All Services: Offer valid for new customers only. All rates net of taxes and fees. After promo.
period, regular monthly rates apply and may change. Activation fee due on activation. May require credit check, deposit and/or payment by credit card. Equip. necessary for some services. Not available in all areas. Commercial offerings may differ. Cannot be combined with other offers. See getnorthland.com/offers for details.
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Time to travel...

Fond travels with fine friends
By Ruth & John Shaw
If you were a Girl Scout, you will
probably remember singing this song
many, many times. It goes, “Make
new friends, but keep the old….One
is silver, but the other gold”. How appropriate these words are for our years
of traveling with friends!
When just the two of us have
traveled somewhere, we have always
enjoyed meeting new people, many
times from other countries. Much can
be learned about customs and lifestyles
where they live, and of course, we like
to brag on our Lake Lure!
But our greatest enjoyment of
traveling has been when we’ve escorted
groups over the past 16 years. Back
when we lived in the Houston area, we
took a group, along with a local chef,
onboard a Norwegian cruise ship. The
chef, John Henry Abercrombie, is

known for
his line of
BBQ rubs
and spices,
and
had
even
put
on a spread
for George
H. Bush!
This
was
probably
the liveliest
bunch of
people ever!
Other than
Ruth & John Shaw
his immediate family,
we did not know any of the rest of the
group prior to sailing. During that
cruise, we got to know all of them very
well, and others on the ship certainly
knew who we were when we prepared
an outdoor BBQ poolside!

Vacation Travel
By Bryant Williams

Spring is here and summer’s near; It’s time to plan some trips.
Most will travel in their cars, but some will sail on ships.
You may like visiting big cities where there is lots to do.
Or the choice may be a rustic place, one with a scenic view.

Bryant Williams

Many like historical sites, the ones that relive the past.
Others like exciting places from which they get a blast.
Then there are trips to foreign lands flying across the sea.
But this kind of travel may not appeal to you or me.

Take a European river cruise where beauty and history abound.
Or take an American small ship cruise on a river or a sound.
In the end your budget may determine what you do,
But you should plan a break. It will be good for you.
Camping in a rustic cabin or staying at a luxury inn,
Renting a beach front condo, or visiting distant kin,
No matter how you travel or where it is you roam,
I’ll bet you’ll find it comforting to safely get back home.

Our first group adventure with
our Lake Lure friends was to Alaska for
a cruise tour. Part of our land tour was
on the train from Denali. Having that
quality of time together made for some
wonderful fun and memories.
Since then, we’ve traveled to Germany to follow the path of Martin Luther, ending in Oberammergau for the
unforgettable Passion Play. We’ve also
ventured to the Greek Isles & Italy,
down the Danube and up the Rhine.
With each of these trips, new “silver” friends have been made. The silver and the gold mix have remained
friends locally and on Facebook! The

funny things that happened along the
way have been repeated over and over
in conversations. And thankfully, all
have returned safely home with lots of
memories and photos to share.
So, we’re off again in mid-May for
the Canadian Rockies with two days
on the Rocky Mountaineer Railroad.
I will venture to say that this group of
“gold” will also have some new “silver”
friends at the end, and I will let you
know next time!
Ruth and John Shaw are Master Cruise Counselors with Cruise Planners, Lake Lure, NC.

Are You Addicted To Travel?!
“You know you’re addicted to travel when ___.”
“... you have more miles in the air than you have on all your vehicles
combined!” Helloooo, upgrades!
“... you live out of your suitcase even when ‘home.’”
Closets are overrated ... and who needs hangers, anyway?
“... you can and have given tourists directions in London, Paris,
Tokyo -- or any other places you don’t live in.”
Bonus points if you can do it in the official language.
“... you’re planning one trip while on another!” Overachiever.
“... you already know the airport codes for airports you’ve not yet
visited.” It helps to make flashcards.
“... you can pick up your luggage and guess, within a few ounces,
the weight.” Great news! She just saved a lot of money on her
baggage fees.
“... you start collecting small, clear plastic bags for check-in.”
Next week, on “Hoarders”...
“... waking up at home feels strange.”
Only if you went to sleep elsewhere.
“... your cubicle at work is covered in postcards.”
Because a little coworker jealousy never hurt anyone.
“... you always have at least two bags at home: one in ‘unpack’ mode
and one in ‘packed and ready to go’ mode.”
Let’s just hope he never accidentally grabs the wrong one.
“... the only reason you work is so you can afford to upgrade your
next trip.”
And cash in your “sick” time so you can actually go on it.

Submitted by Ruth Shaw
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Rutherford County Calendar...
Tryon International Equestrian Center Shows:
May 6-10, 8am – 5pm
Spring 4;Hunter Regional 1 (B) / Jumper Level 3
May 13-17, 8am – 5pm
Spring Tryon 5, Premier Hunter AA/ Jumper Level 6
May 20-24, 8am – 5pm
Spring Tryon 6, Premier Hunter AA/Jumper Level 5
May 27-31, 8am – 5pm
Spring Tryon 7, Premier Hunter AA/Jumper Level 6-CSI3
June 3-7, 8am – 5pm
Spring Tryon 8, Premier Hunter AA/Jumper Level 6-CSI4
June 24-28, 8am – 5pm
Tryon Summer 1, Hunter Regional 1 (B)/Jumper Level 5
June 24-28, 8am – 5pm
Tryon Summer Dressage 3
KidSenses Children’s InterACTIVE Museum
• First Friday every month in 2015 - KidSenses will welcome all
visitors the first Friday of every month, free of charge, to visit the
museum from 9 a.m. – 8 p.m. On each Fantastic Friday all visitors
will be able to participate in free, fun, exciting and hands-on
learning programs about science and energy. Programs will focus
on the theme of renewable energy. www.kidsenses.org
• Seed to Sprout at KidSenses is a 6-week school readiness
program for children ages 3-4 years old and their caregivers.
Activities are designed to introduce children to the skills needed
to enter kindergarten. www.kidsenses.org/?page_id=1405
• Summer Kids Camps begin at KidSenses this June with full day
and half-day camps for Pre-K children.
Symphony of Rutherford County
Spring Concert at The Foundation Performing Arts Center, Sunday,
May 3rd at 3pm. This 60 member, all volunteer, orchestra will
perform their Spring Concert at The Foundation Performing Arts
Center in Spindale. http://experiencerutherford.com/event/66495symphony-of-rutherford-county-spring-concert
Mayfest
Downtown Rutherfordton, Saturday, May 2nd, 10am-5pm.
Celebrate Mayfest with a family friendly street festival! There will
be food vendors, kid activities, local arts and crafts, music and
dancing in the streets. The festival is sponsored by the Town of
Rutherfordton and Rutherford Town Revitalization.
Lake Lure Classical Raptor Toga 5K beginning at Morse Park
Meadows, Lake Lure, on Saturday, May 9th starting at 9:30 am.
The race starts in Morse Park, and runs along Lake Lure and the
Broad River, across the Flowering Bridge and up Boys Camp

Road…then comes back the same way. It’s a great course for firsttime runners, families with children and, of course, toga wearers!
There’s a one-mile fun run that leaves from Morse Park and goes
out and back along the lake and river…and is totally flat.
After the race, there will be refreshments for the runners, medals
for the best runners in each age group and awesome prizes for the
best togas!!
Proceeds of the 2015 5K race will again benefit Lake Lure
Community Education Foundation and its mission to promote and
financially support the expansion of education and sustainable
learning in Lake Lure and the surrounding community.
Spring GO Festival
Chimney Rock Village on Saturday, May 9th starting at 7am. Come
enjoy a pancake breakfast, home town parade, live music and
more benefiting the beautification of Chimney Rock Village.
Music at the Mills Bluegrass & Arts Festival
Union Mills Learning Center on May 15th & 16th from 6-10pm.
Music headliners from across the Appalachian region perform for a
weekend celebration of music and education. See demonstrations
for glass blowing, woodworking, yarn spinning and more! Shop
craft vendors and enjoy the BBQ.
Lake Lure Arts & Crafts Festival
May 23rd – 25th located in the Arcade Plaza in the Town of
Lake Lure (across from the beach). Happening from 10am-5pm.
Independent artisans working in photography, oil, acrylic, jewelry,
textile, fiber, pottery, wood and more come to this meet-th-makers
festival overlooking Lake Lure. Featuring children’s face painting,
mini golf, music and more.
Forest City Owls
Kickoff Baseball Season begins on Tuesday, May 26th at 7:00
pm. Join in on the experience of watching Rutherford County’s
premiere national championship collegiate baseball team this
summer! The NCAA players come from all over the country and
play during the summer while living with area host families. There
are plenty of family-friendly activities, a concessions area and a
beer garden for the adults.
Meet SC author Jon Sealy
Great Expectations Book Store in Downtown Rutherfordton on
Thursday, May 7th at 6pm. Jon Sealy will discuss his powerhouse
debut novel “The Whiskey Baron” followed by a book signing.
Nominated for 2015’s Southern Literature Book of the Year, this
Please turn to page 55
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Enjoy an outdoor movie at Chimney Rock
There’s nothing quite like watching a movie on a big screen under
the stars. If you were alive during the
late 50s to mid-60s, then you were
lucky enough to experience the height
of popularity of the drive-in movie,
where folks gathered with their family
or their sweetie to enjoy a good flick
in one of 5,000 drive-in theaters across
the country. Today’s multiplexes, with
surround sound and stadium seating,
certainly have their appeal, but nothing beats the drive-in for good, oldfashioned fun and family togetherness.
Sadly, only about 500 drive-in
movie theaters still exist, but this summer at Chimney Rock at Chimney
Rock State Park, you and your family can revisit the good old days of
the outdoor movie at our 4th Annual
Movie on the Meadows on June 13.
Pack a picnic, bring a blanket, and enjoy a special showing of Dr. Seuss’ The
Lorax on a giant, 35-foot screen. Lots
of folks sit on their car hoods or tailgate, while others spread a blanket in
the open area in front of the screen and
chat with their neighbors as they wait
for the show to begin. Parking is $10
per vehicle or $8 for Annual Passholders; the front gate will open at 7:30pm,

More about...

Calendar
Continued from page 54

is not an event to miss. Jon’s
book received rave reviews from
the likes of Ron Rash, Wiley
Cash, as well as many notable
publications. This is a ticketed
event with limited seating. The
cost is $5 per seat but this will
be deducted from the purchase
price of his book. Light
refreshments will be served.
http://www.greatexpbks.com

and the show begins at 9pm.
The Lorax will be a special end
to activities and programs offered all
day for National Get Outdoors Day,
which is promoted by state parks to
encourage healthy, outdoor activity.
Park naturalists will lead guided hikes
throughout the day, and programs
promoting the great outdoors will be
offered. All hikes and programs are
included with Park admission. With

its themes of environmental conservation and responsible stewardship and a
quirky story told as only Dr. Seuss can
tell it, The Lorax is a huge hit with kids
and adults alike and will be a perfect
ending to all the family-friendly fun
activities.
So turn off those mobile phones,
get outside and enjoy a day with your
family at Chimney Rock, then spend
an evening watching a movie under

Meet NC author, Jamie Mason
Friday, May 29th at Great
Expectations
Book
store,
Downtown
Rutherfordton
starting at 6:30 pm. February
2015 saw the publication of
Jamie Mason’s second pulsepounding thriller, Monday’s
Lie. Jamie’s first novel, Three
Graves Full, was nominated for
Library Journal’s best book of
2013. Meet Jamie as she reads
from her new novel followed by
a book signing. This is a ticketed
event with light refreshments
served. Seating is limited.
http://www.greatexpbks.com

Lure of the Dragons Race &
Festival
Held at and around Morse
Park Meadows on Saturday,
June 13th at 9am.
To the cadence of a
pounding drummer, teams from
across the region paddle 250
meters down the Rocky Broad
River in 30-foot-long dragon
boats dressed out in dragon
heads, tails and scales all in
the name of children’s charities.
The day features the parade of
the dragons, a family friendly
festival

the stars, surrounded by nature. You’ll
be making memories that will last a
lifetime.
For more information on this
or other summer events at Chimney
Rock at Chimney Rock State Park,
visit chimneyrockpark.com.
National Get Outdoors Day &
Movie on the Meadows
Saturday, June 13th. Starting
at 9am at Chimney Rock State
Park, National Get Outdoors
Day is the perfect excuse to
get outside with your family.
Kids’ activities and familyfriendly hikes will be offered
throughout the day. Then join
us for an outdoor movie that
evening at our 4th Annual
Movie on the Meadows! www.
chimneyrockpark.com/events/
month_view.php?monthYear=2
015&month=6&category=8&cat
Year=2015
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